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Ashbury College Boys

Back To School Today
The starting enrolment is 12

above last year's starting figure,

Headmaster R. H. Perry points

out.

Running from Grade 1 to 13,

the student body includes 77 day
pupils and 98 boarders.

Firm Disciplinarian

Dr. Woollcombe., founder of

Ashbury College 'j-aoAjf for 41

y€fars irs wen-belove#*7ieBdma»-

ter, passed away in 1951 at the

age of 84. Those who knew him

say he was a svmpMhetic and

understanding teacher who ap-

preciated the unpredictable ac-

tivities of schoolboys, but stood

no nonsense. He was a firm disci-

plinarian, just in his dealings

and quick to forgive and forget.

During Dr. Woollcombe's regime

Ashbury developed into one of

Canada's best schools, known
nationally for its excellence in

academic, athletic and character

training. This high standard of

instruction has been faithfully

perpetuated by the latest of his

successors as headmaster, R^ H.

Perry'. w >th the loyal support of

a staff of 16 highly competent

instructors, both men and women.

The school has its own infirmary,

nurse, dietitian and chaplain.

Ashbury Conese

Opens Modern

'Prep Sch00
A modern classroom addition

at Ashbury Collegp was opened
Saturday in a quiet ceremony
artended by hundreds of Old
Bovs. parents and friends of the

scnool.

The occasion was one of out-

standing success for Ashbury.

Earlier the first and second
eoilege teams turned in spark-
ling games to beat teams from
Bishops College School,

Lennoxville, with scores of

10-6 and 24-7 respectively.

A warm Fall sun fitted the
mood of the day and showed
to advantage the modern lines

of the one-storey Argyle Build-
ing which will give three addi-
tional classrooms to the grow-
ing school which has reached a

record enrolment of 215, larg-
est in its history,

The Argyle Building, named
after the Ottawa street wherp
the school had its first site

from 1900 to 1910, was opened
shortly after noon.

Ashbury Romps Ashbury Wins

Alexander House Schools Honor Dead In Song,

Speech And Silence AtAssemblyWins
Alexander House, the Junior

house at Ashbury College, is

proving a real sports threat to

the other houses of the Rock-
clif fe boys' school.

.

Alexander, named after the

past Governor-General of Can-
ada, captured the Inter-House
Trophy for the annual cross-

country run, while the Inter-

Cadet Trophy was taken by No.
3 Platoon, under Lt. Chris Nowa-
kowski.

Every boy in the school parti-

cipated in the run over a course
through Rockcliffe Park. Run-
ners were entered in four
classes, Junior A, Junior B, in-

termediate and Senior.

Ashbury Students

Win 4 Debates

At Speech Fest

Ashbury College students

won four of their six debates

m the International Speech

Festival tournament held at St.

Michael's College, Toronto.

The highlight of (he evening was
the terrific imitation of Elvis Pres-

ley by Jim Dunford. lt seems from

the screams and squeals of the

girls that he had as much effect

on them as the real McCoy.

TOP ENTERTAINER AT ASHBURY
Yes, Barbara, there is an Elvis Presley, but this

is not him. This happens to be none other

than Jim Dunford of Ashbury. And from the

screams and squeals of you know who, he had

about the same effect on certain persons as a

certain person has upon, well, you know who.
—Photo by Hugh Billings



Ashbury Mothers'

Guild Meeting
A well-attended monthly

meeting of the Mothers' Guild

of Ashbury College was held

Tuesday afternoon. The presi-

dent, Mrs. E. N. Rhodes, was
chairman.

It was announced that the

guild has completely furnished
and re-decorated a bedroom at

the college and a special plaque

will be placed on the door.

Reports^ were given by the

treasurer, Mrs. E. M. Hiney, and
the secretary, Mrs. R*. A. S. Mac-
Neill.

The next meeting will be held

February 25.

CHRISTOPHER CORIS-
TINE, 17-year-old graduate

of Ashbury College in Ot-

tawa who is missing ant>

presumed dead in the sinfr

ing of the brigantine Alba

tross in the Gulf of Mexico

A I960 Ashbury graduate

he was an above average

student during his three

years at the college and ex-

celled in skiing and soccer.

Polish Carol

On Program
Singing of a Polish carol for

the first time, it is believed, in

the English language in Canada,
highlighted the annual Candle
Light Carol Service in the chapel
at Ashbury College last night.

The Polish song, "The Little
Green Fir Tree," came to the
school through friends who
heard it from a Polish refugee in
Mauritius, and was thoroughly
enjoyed by the overflow crowd
of parents and students.

Ashbury
Defeats

Alberts
Ashbury College Firsts, paced

by quarterback Bruce Hillary,

scored a *decisive 33-7 victory

over Alberts College in Belle-

ville Saturday.

AphhurYnBtiy.

JDied Helping
To SaveChum
A former Ashbury student who

was drowned when the ill-fated

brigantine Albatross sank off the

Florida coast Tuesday, died a

hero.

Word lias been received here

that the student. 17-year-old

Christopher Constine. son of Mr.

and Mrs. Robert Constine of

Montreal, saved the life of at

least one of his companions.

The story was disclosed at

Tampa. Fla.. by one of the 13

survivors, William B Bunting.

16. son of Mrs. Mary Bunting,

president of Radcliffe College,

Cambridge, Mass.

In Dumbwaiter

The farmer Ashbury boy was

reported to have put one of his

shipmates in a dumbwaiter in a

successful effort to get him out

of his cabin on the sinking ship.

"We were below deck . . .

when the Albatross just went

over. It threw us into the lee-

ward bunks. There was no yell-

ing, no panic. There was no time

for that.

"Chris (Constine) was behind

me He helped push me into \\v.

dumbwaiter. The ship was so

far over that instead of working

up and down the dumbwaiter

Aorked horizontally," Bunting

aid.

"1 wa.- in the water trying to

get out and the water was com-

ing in. I yelled to Chris lo push.

He didn't say anything but he

must have pushed. By this time

the whole ship was under water.

'•j.i v.- 1
1
n

.

!
-.. T v.':-.v rlimbing

...,• oj in.' waiter into the galley.

it was full of water and I swam
out and up to the surface. There

was a longboat right there. I

grabbed it.

"I didn't see Chris come up

f didn't sec him again," the

Fiuntins boy -aid.

Rain Cuts

School

Hockey

Ashbury'

s

Orators

At Toronto
Four Ashbury College students

left today for Toronto to take

part in the Seventh Annual In-

ternational Speech Festival at

St. Michael's College.

Well Attended Reception Held

By the Headmaster of Ashbury

FEES

Methods of Payment

(a) Payable by instalments in advance of each Term as shown
below

Senior and Middle School actuhn winter bpedjc

Boarders $1,000 $400 $320 $280

Weekly Boarders 925 370 305 250

Day Boys 400 160 135 105

Junior School

Boarders $925 $370 $305 $250

Weekly Boarders 875 360 275 240

Day Boys 400 160 135 105

(b) Payable in 12 monthly instalments in advance

Note: Fees for the second, third and fourth sons are each less 10%.

He summed up Ashbury's basic

role as the "best direction and

training possible for the young
men who before long will be tak-

ing their place as important

leaders in the community and in

the world."
ST u 5 .

Winter Hours Now In Effect

At Ashbury To Get Daylight
By Victor Rivers

Ashbury has reverted to winter

hours to enable the boys to have

he brightest time of the day for

:heir outdoor activities. We now
have sports from 2 until 4 p.m.

and then return to classes from

4 to 6 p m. The juniors leave the

school at 5.20 p.m.

Cradle of C.'icket.

Ashbury Is known as the

"cradle of cricket''

flllfe prefect* of

request ih,e honour of y,our presence at tlje

^mrnal (Sfarmal -pance

to be rjelb at iije (Elarke Memorial JSutibmg

2451 Jfroerstoe Briue

Jlfrioarj, JVpril % etgljih,

at 9 o'clock

nineteen tjimored anb sixtg



EDITORIAL PAGE
FULL NAME: Stuart Hensel, Lissa Beauchamp, Nadya McElligott, Phillippe Comeau, Enid Stiles, Kate

Green, Alasdair Bell, Ian McLaine, Simon Cairns, Jennifer Thomas, Rebecca Sandiford, Alice Barton,

Geoffrey Thomas, Ross Varley, Leslie Lahey, Bob Gray, Tom Street, Ben Herique, Robert Napier, Ann
Valiquette, Hilary Abbott, Ethel Pryde, and Nancy Jowett.

BORN: September 3, 1989.

FAVOURITE SPOT ON CAMPUS: Room 218.

FAVOURITE FOOD: Coffee.

FAVOURITE TIME OF DAY: 9:00 A.M. (Har!)

LAST BOOK READ: Editing by Design, 2nd ed., by Jan V. White, New York: Bowker Books, 1982.

MOST EMBARASSING MOMENTS: Last year's layout, late delivery day.

GREATEST CHALLENGE: 9:00 A.M.

MOST RIDICULOUS FASHION TREND: "Ritz3" Salad Maker Hats.

MOST DESPISED ART FORM: Last year's layout.

AMBITIONS: To strive, to seek, to find and not to yield, and to find the 19 missing Ashburian t-shirts.

QUOTATIONS: "This book is about time and change. You will see Ashbury and its people in various

stages of existence. We tried to concentrate on presenting Ashbury past, present and future primarily in

pictures — an original departure from last year's edition.

Stuart and Lissa managed their staff admirably. All the individuals mentioned above were crucial in

singular ways to production. Always, the pleasure of working with such people overshadows the

drudgery of the "Ashburian" enterprise. We are tired, but satisfied."

- Nancy Jowett

"Working with all these women has been a wonderful growth experience. I have learnt so much about

my own inadequacies and lack of depth, and leave today, a new man. It has been fun putting together

this tome, though — I hope you feel it reflects the school's image and spirit. It would not have left the

ground without the help of so many others, whose time and effort I much appreciate. A special thanks

to Lissa and to Mrs. Jowett, for the many laughs and insults that we have had putting this thing

together."

- Stuart Hensel

"Boy howdy!"
Life is sweet and I'm real tired.

All of life is contained in one word.

I know mine, but don't tell me yours

;

it's more fun not knowing.

I've had the best time of my life

right here in 218 just guessing.

I hope I don't cry.

"This is a big lost place.

And I am very small, shrinking in fact.

In a minute, you won't be able to see

me at all..."

- Lissa B.

Well, I'm glad this is over. Now that I don't

have to show up at Ashbury at 9:00 A.M. (!)

AFTER CLOSING, I can finally and successfully

say, "Gee, I've graduated."

(Funny, I don't feel any different.)

(Is this enough?)

"I am speechless, I am heading for the door."

-Nadya McElligott



CAPTAIN OF THE SCHOOL
FULL NAME: Jillian Jane Napier

BORN: June 21, 1971 in Sherbrooke, P.O.

CLOTHES HISTORY: "I never got out of a dress until grade five, and then Mom let me wear my own
clothes."

LAST BOOK READ: Pride and Prejudice, by Jane Austen. "I love that romantic stuff."

WHAT WAS BEST ABOUT BEING 7 YEARS OLD: "that dress."

FAVOURITE SPOT ON CAMPUS: "my porch, because I get an overview of the school . .
." (my dictator-

ship, my empire. - ed.)

MOST RIDICULOUS FASHION TREND (AND WHY ARE YOU LOOKING AT IAN MCLAINE - ed.):

"Um ... I don't know. I'm a very plain, simple girl."

FAVOURITE TIME OF DAY: "Around seven in the evening, after I'm fed and watered."

MOST EMBARASSING MOMENT: "rolling my stomach in front of Mr. Deakin and the whole economics

class."

GREATEST CHALLENGE AS CAPT. OF THE SCHOOL: "I would have liked to have brought the day stu-

dents and boarders closer together, with things such as in-house weekends, buddy systems, house activi-

ties, etc. It is something that still needs work."

MOST SATISFYING THING OVER THE PAST YEAR: "the success of girls' athletics, and finishing

school."

FAVOURITE FOOD: McDonald's cheese burgers (4 at a time), and fajitas.

MOST INFLUENTIAL TEACHERS: Andy Sparks and K.D. Niles.

QUOTATIONS: "The greatest two things a parent gives

a child are roots and wings." - Mark Twain Pfj 3 ^F
"Short and Sweet." FM luf**/ I
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CHRISTOPH ANNUSS
What Ashbury adds all up to at the end:

Meeting friends under weird circumstances

(Soccerfield, the B. -Hotel)

• Bambi's visit

• Cigar smoking (at L.R.'s place) AND
• Blue Room
• Wedgies (Yes, they do hurt!!!)

• Mike's (Egg) head at his Cottage

SALWAN AL-QUARAGULI
" There 've been times when I looked in the mirror

All these lines in my face gettin' clearer

The past is gone, it went by like dusk to dawn
Isn't that the way everybody's got their dues in life to pay

Sing with me, sing for the year

Sing for the laughter, sing for the tear

Sing with me just for today

Cause maybe tomorrow the good lord will take you away

Dream on, dream on, dream on
Dream on till your dreams come true."

- AEROSMITH (1973)

My great final Exam in Calculus

(Thanks for the great support

in this class, )ason)

• Pascal's friends in Montreal
• "It's the Devil inside me, who makes

me do it."

• The disaster in Maniwaki
• A 5 hour drive to Mt. Tremblant
• Mom at Daniel's

Great fun, great teachers and super friends for two years, which I will never forget!!!!!!!.

ANDREW ATTRIDGE
This was Andrew's first and last year at Ashbury

College and he has collected a great wealth of

memories. Among them are: Duck-man... Meat...

Sir . . . Commando . . .
' 'What was her name?" . .

.

FUBAR... "By the Power of Arnold! "..

.

retarded... "Chickens have got to be the stupidest

animals in the world.... Power Shake... You will

do it!... "I forgot her name again! Damn!"...

Barbados pickup artist... Golf after lunch...

Foopin... "If he does that again, I'll break his

legs"... Highway to Hell...

During Andrew's stay at Ashbury, he partici-

pated whole heartedly in football, recreational

hockey and he practiced individual bodybuilding

religiously. Striving for academic excellence

Andrew rounded off his final year of high school.

Did it all pay off? Well let's just say . . . Andrew
is a legend in his own mind.



LISSA BEAUCHAMP
Run away, run away
You can't grow up today

My mouth is running dry

As the plane lifts off the ground
Love is like a tightrope walker

Time is like a story

told by love

And my mouth is running dry

As the plane lifts off the ground.

ALASDAIR BELL
Ali's brief 9-year stint at the College makes him one

of the few "lifers" still in existence. "Yahh hokay
chum . . . Ali, you're one of a dying breed; one of

the last true Ashburians round about the place."

This fine upstanding hard drinking young male stud-

cum-prefect is not to be confused with the blushing

chubby freckle-faced nine year old kid who first

arrived here almost a decade ago, for the Ashbury
metamorphosis has indeed taken place. He has sur-

vived exotic choir trips with PMcL, exchange trips to

France, Belinda, ski trips with Guy, barking like a

dog, rugby, Belinda, Paris with Denis, Barbados, and

signing at the Rideau Club. In doing so he has gradu-

ated from the ranks of the mere Briefcase boys to

serve in the line of duty as a member of the illus-

trious Ashbury prefect corps. Despite this remarkable

transformation, he has lost none of the good-nature,

the modesty and the sensitivity that has made him so

well-liked throughout his time at the school. Best of

luck, Ali, in that scary world of opportunities beyond
these hallowed halls. Keep in touch.

- A fellow Briefcase Boy.

JACQUES BRUNET
Les Memoires de Jacques: "Black Jack Shellack", "Jock Strap",

Daniel's Carole, my best buddy Alex, two years of Ashbury,

Junior school mashed potatoes, Physics' tic-tac-toe, homeroom
with Doc in the Chemistry Lab (3 years), water fights, MAP'S

"J'boe maime pa d'pepsi!", Waleed's first time at a "club de

danseuse nue", Jerry's armwrestling, Ashbury ID, et 1'amour de

Lynne qui m' inspire toujours.

"Il y a des gens qui sont fous

et il y a des gens de talent;

peu ont cette folie dans le talent

qu'on appelle le genie."
- adapte de Simone de Beauvoir par MAP



SIMON CAIRNS
G'day mates!! Well, this has definitely been a sexual year,
er wuh. Fun. I keep telling everybody that life is all about'
having nan. Memories of 2 for 1, The Duvernay Motel and
their great selection of channels, that infamous skylight,
being the Ashbury Frisbee Champion, "Monty Simon and
The Search For The Holy Hind", and an incredibly effi-

cient tuck shop will fuel my spirit as I write my first book
on Babeology (the art of womanizing) . Thanks to all my
friends, but especially to Sylvie and Vicki for corrupting
me, Mike Quamina - the first Ashburian I met, J.J.,
Ms. Novick for her trust and time, Mr. Niles, all the
women of Ashbury, and to Charles, Russell, and Peter:
three of the best friends a guy could ask for. So, be coura-
geous and be brave, and in my heart you will remain
forever young. Cheers!!

Love, Si

DAVID CAMPBELL
Memories of Ashbury:

Grade 6: Dan, straight jackets with house shirts, first Saturday d t

trouble.

Grade 7: more detentions (holder of Ashbury's record), Ian A., more
trouble.

Grade 8: Soccer trip, Neil a.k.a. Roots.
Grade 9: ???, E.H., the band.
Grade 10: Mr. Rosen, Computer class/Spare.
Grade 11: Mt. Tremblant, Mr. Rosen, Brian N.'s place.
Grade 12: The Black & White, BOSTON (Ed the bus driver, the tour
guide, the banana.). Tremblant (The Express).
Grade 13: Tremblant, BARBADOS (C.C., J.C., Elvis.), Cruising in
"Big Blue", The Dance, 58 credits, The wandering bus stop (F.P.,
T.L.), Thursday night with Mr. X and K.F., S.P.

Quotes:

"Caaaaaammmmmmmbeellll!!!" - Mr. Grey, Mr. Anderson.
"&%$#\ $%&%%$!!" - Ed.

"19" - Fil Pecher.

"You drive like . . .!!" - Kent

"A Test????!!????" - Jeff P.

"Pen Nuss! (or just P. Nuss)" - Eric

"Hey Ant! Get back here with my lunch! In fact
you are my lunch! - The Blue Aardvark

See you later!

LISANNE CARRUTHERS

1

Our Lisannie: 1
.
Lip stuff 2. 1 of many coats 3. eye juice 4. Tracker keys (make

sure it is not m neutral) 5. b-ball + v-ball 6. English class 7. Tremblant skis
8. math books (just for fun) 9. snappy clothes MS iH
(L.A.: The young lady who has, for the past three years, followed
me wherever I go. And I'm not only talking school - Tremblant <on
skis), Florida (by mistake), Barbados (in a state of drunken euphoria)
and in general, around Ottawa in a red car. (If I don't see you next

'

year, I'll send your leash back by mail-special delivery-) Thank you
Zan. Don't let dehydration get the better of you. XO N M )

Special thanks to CC, DC, AC, KC, JH, NM, MS, JN, NU, JW and Sparky
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VIVIAN CHANG
Two years at Ashbury, seems not a long time, but it's not a short

time though.

During these days, you have experienced a lot.

No matter where you will go, don't forget your friends at Ashbury*
Lastly, remember Have a nice day.

Love, Michelle

BRAD CHARLEBOIS
What will I remember of five years at Ashbury College?

- "But WHY would you do that?!"
- "Just DON'T"
- "MATH!!!!"
- "Exams again!"
- "OOOOoooo That's GOTTA hurt!"
- Afternoon squeeks
- Goonie goo goo
- "Dzing ga wa Gumbi!"
- Pafff!!! So Darn Wicked!!! I want to see that!!!

- Ah I've got you!
- When I tell you to jump, buddy, you just ask 'how high?'

- Barbados 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 days left!!!

- "Togo?"
- "You don't like your legs do you?"
- Fudge!
- They call me "SIR".
- "You really shouldn't have done that!"
- "Let's go les gens"
- I'm in my happy place!

Here at Ashbury I have learned about, most of all, people, to understand them
The friendships, great and small, will last forever.

The lessons of honour, courage, virtue, and loyalty are all true!

THANK YOU ASHBURY!
For the friends and the memories.

DOUGLAS COLE
The languor of Youth — how unique and quintessential it is! How
quickly, how irrecoverably, lost! The zest, the generous affec-

tions, the illusions, the despair, all the traditional attributes of

Youth - all save this - come and go with us through life; again

and again in riper years we experience, under a new stimulus,

what we thought had been finally left behind, the authentic

impulse to action, the renewal of power and its concentration on

a new object; again and again a new truth is revealed to us in

whose light all our previous knowledge must be rearranged.

These things are part of life itself; but languor - the relaxation

of yet unwearied sinews, the mind sequestering and self-

regarding, the sun standing still in the heavens and the earth

throbbing to our own impulse - that belongs to Youth alone

and dies with it.

- Evelyn Waugh
A final word of appreciation for the friends and teachers who con-

tributed so generously to the treasured moments of those nine years.



PASCAL COMEAU
My three years at Ashbury have been really exciting

(well . . . kind of) . My best moments were actually

out of the campus, like on a trip to Tremblant with

Nancy, Julia, Lisanne and her sister while the devil

was inside Jacques, or my two trips to France

(Kronenbourg's land) with Mike, Alex, Jon and

Jacques, or Jacques' and Mike's cottage parties.

Phil's Blue Room was also quite a learning

experience, as well as Day 8 Raftsman lunches and
Cathay buffets with Justin, Mike, Jacques, Chris and

Nerdberg. Hull on Friday nights, downtown Bucking-

ham with Alex Y. And P.T. are also memorable
moments. But the thing I enjoyed the most was
playing on the hockey team in grade 13 (thanks

R.N.) . . . My biggest regret in leaving Ashbury is

not having learned the Lord's prayer in English by

heart after three faithful years of chapel!! VIVE LE
QUEBEC . . .

PHILLIPE COMEAU
Phil, how about them Ashbury days? "Pumping up" the

"Zap City", insulting the race of math nerds, dreaming of

the Nordiques some day making the play-offs, and listening

to MAP'S words of wisdom, "darn wicked". In addition

to keeping me sane these last few years, you've also

managed to contribute a ton towards school spirit (nearly

leading the Rhino party into victory) and helping me almost

succeed in talking some sense into the Belgians and under-

standing how they think. I'm sure you'll miss this school;

calculus class, the hot chicks (and lunch time monsters),

and especially the intellectual conversations in the common
room. Keep on partying, and try not to have a House
overdose because too much fast food is not healthy. Don't

forget us when you're "le Premier Ministre du Quebec"
or on your weekends when you're "comfortable numb"
with Montreal Kashmir. Most of all, remember to love the

rain, don't put the blame on you, and best of luck with

Elaine!!! - Jeff

P.S. I've appreciated your private lessons on how to be a stud.

JULIE COULSON
I feel I must mention the unmentionables -
SKIING - fruity ski team jackets; OSC ski buddies Kath (Banff!), Sarah = Girlios;

road trips to Tremblant with The Cousins and Domingo.
BARBADOS - "An open bar just kills me" - Pier 29; "These chicks are spooky!"
= Megs, Marth, Nancy; St. George's buddies. "The best thing you've ever done for

me, is to help me take my life less seriously. It's only life, after all, yeah." -
Indigo Girls. Thanks for the ride, Phyllis.

RANDOM - curfew on choir trips?; endless driving (approximately 28,000 clicks),

the Rabbit converted; "HEL-lo"; lunch table from the East. "Today, not your own."
"Salut" to all those who happened to be at Ashbury at the same time I was -
"Hopalong" says thanks. "Later!"
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CHARLES DENDY
"His soul had arisen from the grave of boyhood, spurning her

graveclothes ... A girl stood before him in midstream, alone and still,

gazing out to sea . . . Her eyes had called to him and his soul had leaped at

the call. To live, to err, to fall, to triumph, to recreate life out of life!"

- James Joyce

KENT FINCHAM
Over the past seven years I have made many
friends and finally the days here have come to an

end. The friends and memories that I leave here

have been the most impressionable so far. I leave

here the sadness and the joy, the moments of

sorrow and the moments of elation. But most of

all, I shall miss you, J.S., K.J., F.P., D.C., T.L.,

M.O., J.P., S.P., B.C., A.K., E.H., and so many
more. I would like to say thanks, for the times

would not have been the same without you. The

jazz and the music have been excellent, the music

trips wild. No one parties like musicians do. To

sum it up, live life to it's fullest, but if you can't;

IMPROVISE! BULLW1NKLE/SLIMER IS SETTING
LOOSE ON THE NATURE WORLD, SO NINETEEN
ALREADY, GOOF! Sincerely, Kent.

ADAM FISHER
Cheer up, the worst is yet to come.
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FRANCIS FOULKES
After two years at Ashbury I've made lots of friends. El Scorpiano,
thanks everybody for making life in prison an enjoyable one. I've

'

had lots of good times, like . . . Barbados, heavy metal parties,
and cruisin' in my camaro.
I'm glad it's over, good luck to everybody.
It's been a blast.

RUSSELL GAGLIO
I hate saying goodbye but this I feel does quite a good job.

It's a poem I once read.

We say it for an hour,

or for years.

We say it smiling,

say it choked with tears.

We say it coldly,

say it with a kiss.

And yet we have no other word than this

Goodbye.

t?"m
DAVID GARRIDO
Although I experienced a little difficulty with the

language, and the different lifestyle compared to SPAIN, it

was a great year and an interesting experience. I am
grateful to all the people who have helped me, and espe-
cially my parents who gave me this wonderful opportunity

I will miss many things from here, but especially the
good friends whom I have accumulated over the past year.

Thanks to everybody

&
See you in SPAIN!: "Everything under the SUN"
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LAURIE GIBBONS
Laurie Gibbons: — first impressions — a rocker, a wild thing, a rebel.

Actually rooming with Laurie sheds light on reality. So, what is a Laurie?

A Laurie is an intelligent and serene being; a charming mix of childlike

immaturity and adultlike wisdom. After prep, Laurie comes up with ques-

tions like, "can love exist in a world of selfishness?" while the rest of us

are thinking, "we want treats tonight".

God, childhood and illusions. Counting hundreds of dead flies. In the

morning Laurie's questions are limited to "guys, is my hair too wild

today?" Hands are a person's instruments, and thus very important. It is

so easy to forget how to dream. Abortion rallies in the mall. When you
go night hiking with Laurie she asks, "Oh my God, what if we stumble

across a dead body?" Laurie walks into life her mind sober; she tends to

hold a Pina Colada in one hand and a heavy biology book in the other.

"Laurie: sweet . . . innocent (?) (Please Antony — she says with puppy
dog eyes) . . . Vaiu!! ADORABLE!!" We'll remember the good things.

"Antony, I wonder if we'll make curfew tonight."

Dearest Laurie, we love you lots and lots!

- Tina, Isabelle and Katya

MARK GIROUX
My experiences over eight years at Ashbury have helped shape my

personality and destroy my liver. Jokes aside, I hope the teaching faculty

realizes that throughout the complaints, I remain grateful, and will apply

all wisdom presented to me in my ethical pursuit of wealth.

I do not wish to be engraved in school memory, but merely an immortal

wind of greatness and singularity . . . canonized and sanctified in Ashbury
tradition. Reviewing my super-human contribution to sports (especially

legendary careers in both football and rugby,) I have more than fulfilled

the Greek ideal of sound mind and sound body. These years of revelry

were characterized by acts of brilliance (e.g. the exposure of a cushioning

part of my anatomy, out of a bus window during a football trip)

.

I thank by friends including Doug, Mark, Sean, Dave, and my buddy

Julie among others, who either enriched my life, or lent a hand while I

was experiencing certain aquatic difficulties associated with a necessary

lack of moderation. As a great red bearded man once said; "know
thyself."

JEFFREY GILLIN
This is not the end.

It is not even the beginning of the end.

But it is, perhaps, the end of the beginning.

- Winston Churchill

.^"

i
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ALEX GRAHAM
Alex's memoires: Grade 9 = worst year of my life

my best buddy Jacques, roomies Simon and Adam, Woollcombe

House winning the Wilson Shield, Fashion Show party with

Peter, Vic, after school with Adam, M.R., trois ans de "vivre

la difference", love you Tita, and Wilfred Laurier university

please.

Special thanks to: Mr. Thomas and Mr. Lister for their

inspiring English classes, Mr. Gray for three great years of

Senior Football, Mr. Ostrom for rugby, MAP pour trois ans de

"vivre la difference", Mrs. Kaine, Guy et Therese pour mes
vacances, Mr. Anderson for everything and finally my mother

for sending me here.

NICHOLAS GUBBY
Wot I learned in class today:

Satire

Proper Attire

K = 7 x 24
rien, S.T.

cliche blows my emotion

Go Forward

We've got the whole world in our hands.

"Don't let them change you, or even rearrange you, oh! no.

We've got a life to live."

MEIGAN GUTHERIE
Here's to: Le Bop, tot-lot, V-ball, I'm crushing your head, corn

bran parties, smoked oysters, teddy bear fights, fashion shows,

BARBADOS, A.R., long-distance, mail, it's a girl, Jane you
ignorant slut, beer goggles

SO MUCH TO SAY, SO LITTLE ROOM!!!

".
. . but by the time I thought of it, found a pen, put the pen to

ink, the ink to paper, you were gone."

-ROD McKUEN
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BELINDA GUY
Belinda, an Elmwood refugee, found sanctuary from social

repression at Ashbury (BAH!). While boarding for one and
three quarter years, she realized she could only keep a room-

mate for up to five months before they kicked her out.

However, it helped her come to terms with her illiteracy and
compulsive untidiness, and honed her more "assinine" crea-

tive talents (3-part all-inclusive Douxster-Yster-Pester Plan

and shoe horn manoeuvres) . She leaves Ashbury with many
fond memories . . . Barbadoes (saccharine) . . . LOCK ME
AWAY ... is everything colour-coded? ... the shark imita-

tion . . . Bindy Bell . . . what are you ironing? . . . studying

for A and G . . . Toilet Paper on shoes (you didn't have to

laugh that hard).

P.S. OIVAY IRMA - KNOCK ME UP AT SEVEN, WOULD
YOU?

ERIC HARDIE
Thanks to all my teachers for making me just a little less

ignorant (special thanks to Mr. T.). Thanks to my friends for

all you've done (especially N.M., A.C., N.G., Slimer and Fat

Chick).

"Why didn't anybody tell me about reverse?" - The Blue

Aardvark

"You silly farkir." - Dad's Army

"1 would have made a good Pope." - Richard M. Nixon

"I want you to know me only as what I believe I am." - 54 40

"And now for something completely different ..." - M.P.

JULIA HENDERSON
Hoolia, even tho chew and I never did get to mombo, you

succeeded well in playing basketball as a poser. I tink dat

chew r pwobabwe 1 of the coolest Bimbettes I ever met. How
about those road kills at the Escapade (ie - Big Mac in the

tunnels) during famous February Long Weekends? Memories

of the square, sexy braided back hair, Da Log, and "Attack

of the Killer Moths" (far more entertaining than the show).

Oh, and by the way, Julie, what's that on your tongue?

-M.S., N.M., L.C.

To do is to be - Socrates

To be is to do - Plato

Do be do be do - Sinatra

Many thanks to M&D, DPH, RHH, LC, NM, MS + The Log,

LK, LE, SJ, Crew'89, JN, MRM, PGM, BFD, FTA, KGB, KCF,

USA, XYZ.
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STUART HENSEL
I owe thanks to many. To the school for having been such

a part of my life for the last nine years. To PMcL, KDN,
EWZ, and DDL for being teachers and friends that I won't
forget. To my friends with whom I have grown up and

with whom I have experienced much, and whose friend-

ship I will always appreciate. To Guy for his ski trip. To
Boston for its limos. To PEO and to the guys on the ski

team for the great times over the last five years. To choir

trips and to Mr. Polk's poetry. To beer runs and to

shotgun. To the much maligned Bijou. To the Ashbury

Singers. To anyone I might have hurt through any highly

uncharacteristic lapses into insensitivity. To the I.B. for

having gotten me out a month early. To the Briefcase

Boys. To those of you who shared in seeing the humour
in life. To Coles Notes. To 34 oz. drafts. And to deathly

serious bi-yearly House head meetings.

PETER HIND
"A man who works with his hands is a labourer.

A man who works with his hands and his head is a craftsman.

A man who works with his hands, his head and his heart is an artist."

St Francis of Assisi.

"Let's remember, that the King sits while the fool stands and entertains."

A very wise man.

"And a bent pole is a bent pole."

Thanks to all who helped.

My best Friend.

Peter David Dustin Hind.

sorry I forgot the Sir.

"HELLO"!!!

DAVID HODGSON
Oh, talk not to me
of a name great in story;

the days of our youth

are the days of our glory.

Let us have wine and women,
mirth and laughter,

Sermons and soda-water,

the day after.

ET IN ARCADIA EGO.
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STEWART JOHNSTON

KEVIN JUDGE

Stewart's five years at Ashbury have taught him to master the fine art of

procrastination. The resulting torrent of free time allowed many memorable
moments to occur: five years of football, Europe' 86, a season with the

"No-games", attendance records in grade 10 English, fan clubs, amazing

scoring prowess on the ice (enough said), and, of course, shoving the

Shield in A-House's face. After-school activities have proved illustrious

also . . . joining the B.C.S. and avoiding the B.S.S., Sylvie's cottage (did

we really throw out the chili?) and then proving his manhood in Vicki's

waters (!!!!), TEQUILA, median-hopping, balcony-hanging, and the still

incomprehensible breakin' at the BOP. All this has led to such nicknames

as Stupe, Shaggy, Super-Moose, and the obvious Ankle Schlong. But

Stewart had to thank three unforgettable boarding babes for realizing a

name which encompasses his entire personality, and for which he will

(hopefully) always be remembered - The Ultimate Man.

"I'll be the Judge of that. Ha, Ha!"

Real men eat raw Pop-tarts - Kanata people are in.

Hello Mr. T. Collins — I'd rather be funraising

Let's play squash ... on all six courts? — Passing out is fun!

Do I have a cast-iron stomach? - Beware of the Kukk-mobile

If I'm not at home when you call ... try the Broken Cue

Free falling from the art room to get out of a math test works

A coke for breakfast cleans the system out

A bag of chips for lunch freaks Jillian out.

LISA KANIGSBERG
Lisa's three years at Ashbury have been memorable and

noteworthy: Docks from hell at OCC. Doctor, doctor, I

swallowed my pencil. Trains . . . stuck in a cornfield for

three hours. EH?? . . . Planes . . . one word - turbulence.

Automobiles . . . pegging off foreign families in Toyota

vans. Schwarzenegger.

For Lisa I quote the Feeve:

"One porkchop, one porkchop"

SMACK
"will ya watch the hair?

I work a long time on my hair

and he touches it, he touches my hair."

Good luck kikkvtzing

Love, L.E.
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YEE-LIANG KER
"I know not what I may appear to the world, but to

myself I seem to have been only like a boy playing on the

sea-shore, and diverting myself in now and then finding a

smoother pebble or a prettier shell than ordinary, whilst

the great ocean of truth lay all undiscovered before me."

-Sir Isaac Newton

CORDULA KLINGLER
They were three memorable sine-wave years which seemed to go
so quickly. Another farewell . . .I'm getting used to them now . . .

ESL. Papineau-Labelle. "Cordulllla, you're late!". Starting to smile

when I see KDN at the other end of the hall. Smily. "How are

you, Fraulein?". The Cylinder. Philosophical choir trips. Canadian
speed limits. Celery and salad. Parking-lot rules. "Eine kleine

Nachtmusik" in a Bajan bathtub; sugarcane on your right AND
your left; les frinois; 65 braids.

003: "Excellente remarque, mais je ne suis pas sur de bien com-
prendre ce que you dites" . . . Bref, c'est nul. Pauvres guppies.

C'est trandscendantal. T'es mongole, ou quoi? "Les grilles qui

donnent a voir." Heures brumeuses. IB-"C'etait quoi deja la ques-
tion?" Sommes nous tous des Rhinos? C'est fini, mais c'etait

lu-min-eux! "Plique".

Thanks, especially to EWZ, KDN, AFC, MAP, GL, GRV, N),

HJR . . . Veni, vidi . . . and I'll always remember.
"There are no birds this year in last year's nests."

- Grahame Greene
"Either you are a Volkswagen or a Porsche, but you can't be both."

ALFRED KONG
After four years at Ashbury we thought we knew you. Hockey,
Amusement, Edmonton Oilers, Amusement, Englishman's Pub,

Amusement, and Seven. Soccer with the Chinese Buddies, Pool
with the Canadian Buddies, signing in late four days a week,
major surgery, Alan Tarn (Chinese artist/pirate), roadkill with the

non-existant goalie and Afr90 the defensive specialist, canal skating:

the spinorama, dialect: lay hi ki di, analysing Ho Chi Minh (well

liked man), being digested by your own food: raw stomach and other

pleasures in "Real Chinese" restaurants, Bunge-ball and more.
Quotes: "oh yeah, right guys"
Us: "Alf, don't be Chinese!" Alf: "Oh, sorry guys"
Us: "Alf would you 19 already!" Alf: "I can't help"
Dave: "What is Alf's dad's name? King?" Alf: "sure, Dave"
Good luck Alf, we'll miss you, you're one in a billion!

F.P., K.F., and D.C. and the rest.
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ALAN KWAN
So long, and thanks for the two years.

ANSON KWAN
Having spent three years at Ashbury, I must say that I have learned

and gained a lot (English, independence, friendship . . .) I would

really like to thank my parents for everything. I won't forget every-

thing that you have done for me. No matter what happened my
three years of boarding life will always become part of my life-time

memories!

Without you, I would have failed my Maths course and

wouldn't have been able to go to Hull. - W. Al-Quaraguli

You drink too much hard alcohol! I really wonder what these

letters with little hearts on them really said. I wish you the

best of luck in the future. Thanks for everything.

P.S. My grandsons will pay you!! - Ozan Isinak

I've known Anson Kwan for three years now and I can

safely say that knowing him has marked me. I have never

known anyone so dedicated. It's been a good three years

though I must say, filled with good memories, like his

learning English, or our spending endless hours

explaining stupid jokes to him, that he simply

wouldn't get. This school will be a different place

without him. Good luck!

- Tom MacLean

PHILIPPE LECOMPTE
Animal, "Mi chli stinker", . . .Harvey's? You

mean Hurley's. . . Mike's cottage. . . You flirt!

I'm not flirting!! . . .Talking to your friends again?

. .Not TV again. . . No, Jen! No cartoons in the

mornings! . . .Lets go to the casino. How much
did you lose?. . . Dancing? I don't like dancing any-

more. . . NO, you can take the bus! . . .When do

I see you? When I'm around . . .NO not on my side

. . .I'm sorry, I had to! . . .No you don't! Yes I do!

. . .Paprika, mustard. . . le Bop. . . le Ruissau. . . A room

to ourselves in Montreal. . . The car is broken again! What
is it? The brakes, the door, the cooler, or is it something

new? . . .Another car stereo! Oh, just an equalizer and new

speakers! . . .Kss, Kss, Kss . . .Bisous, Bisous (on the phone)

. . .Bread, cheese and jam! no, you mean ham! . . .Leave

Alex alone . . .I'll love you always! . . .All the best next year

and don't forget to come back in 4 years. - Lou.
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THOMAS LEE
"Hubba habba. .

." by M.S. "The 'Tommy' song" by A.F. and A.G.

Seven years at Ashbury has given me many fun memories. But what
I am going to miss the most are my friends - many of them, like

myself, have been in this school for numerous years.

So long everyone and Good Luck to you all!

P.S. Next time when you see a bus stop it doesn't mean the bus will

stop, especially the #5. Right guys?

CHARLES MacKENZIE
rashole, 2 years done already?

We came here as normal, or sort of normal people and left as a renegade

grad group. Here's to those many low budget weekends in Hull and of

course, to those easy accessable sky-lights. How do I sum up those two
years at Ashbury in two lines, well other than the inconvenience of

classes it wasn't all that bad. Well, again bottoms up to you renegade

grads. R.G., S.C., CM., F.F., M.W., D.T.

THOMAS MacLEAN
hopelessly drift in eyes of the ghost again

down on my knees and my hands in the air again

pushing my face in the memory of you again

but I never know if it's real never know how I

wanted to feel never quite said what 1 wanted
to say to you never quite managed the words to

explain to you never quite knew how to make
them believable and now the time has gone
another time undone hopelessly fighting the

devil futility feeling the monster climb deeper

inside of me feeling him gnawing my heart away
hungrily I'll never lose this pain never dream of

you again.

The Cure

Yo dudes, CHILL OUT. Listen, the surf is up and I gotta

go. Have a like totally mondo summer and good luck.

- T.M.
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SYLVIE LEVESQUE
"I think I'm doing what I was born

to do," says Sylvie Levesque, popular

table dancer at the Claude in Vanier.

Sylvie, who is a prefect and straight-

A student by day, said she took the

job to "earn a litte extra money on
weekends." The job has given her

that money, for trips to Montreal,

visits to certain duck at U of T, and
supplies of Magic Mushroom air

freshners. It was in Montreal where
she first developed the art of sucking

on strangers' earlobes, which has

become her trademark. The job gave

her the chance to learn new lan-

guages (African-Arabic) , dye her hair

pink (don't ask why), and to pay for

the "oyster and corn bran parties"

with roommates. Of her room mates,

she says, "Some think they can fly,

but overall I'd like to thank them for

not blowing my cover." A special

thanks goes out to Stew, for showing
her those awesome moves at the Bop.

Her plans for the future? "Well," she

says with a coy smile, "I've always

been interested in lasers. .
."

MARTHA SOLOMON
The Ashburian is mildly sad to report the death of Martha Solomon by alcohol poisoning. Martha, the master of

tact who created such classic sayings as "Can you imagine owning a Pro-Hardware store?! Geez!" and "Rows of

plants, you heartless wench!", was reported as having a blood/alcohol count of 2:1. Martha, in addition to being

a boarder at Ashbury College, was a novelist, travel writer, and Strip-OGram girl. She was working on her first

novel, The Three Musketeers Meet The Hellspawn Sluts from The Yukon, as well as a travel guide entitled

Barbados, Bermuda, Sturgeon Falls, and other Exotic Paradises on 50 Krugerands a Day at the time of her death.

Close friend Sylvie Levesque says, "Just yesterday she said to me, 'Syl, did you spew?". Martha was also part of

the controversial "Amphibians from Hell" singing duo, whose single "Betcha-Mona-Run-Win" got absolutely

nowhere last year. Martha, May the Force be with You. Oivay and Geronimo.
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AARON MAU
Let B represent the Boarding Life in ASHBURY
Let x represent the good times

Let y represent the bad times

Let z represent the Thoughtfully Contrived School rules and House rules

since B = 7x - 3y - 83976z
therefore Boarding Life is fu

OH!! YES!YES! AH. . .!! I finally struggle through!!

These two years will NEVER fade out in my memory.
Thanks to whom I Love. Stay cool and take care.

"Not only had I been to HELL, but I realize I once lived in a paradise."

- Aaron 90'

P.S. The formula above is currently being nominated for the Nobel Prize of

Literature! Bear in mind, the solution for it should always be negative!!!

NADYA McELLIGOTT
MY LAST WORDS
(So I've been told; save the green for last.)

I salute the few and elite who continue to believe in the existence of the White Duck
(ie, Donald) . . . and I'm not talking White Water Chickens. I condemn those disbelievers

plagued by ignorance. It's a shame (and so is your life). No matter. All I can say is

that I know now what is meant by the Adirondacks, and trust me, I'm never to return.

I thank
All the Romeos
All the Juliets

striped socks

Daisies "And for the time being his face seemed neither

and unmatched luggage masculine nor childish, neither old nor young
(I now have an extensive collection of three.) but a hundred years old, almost timeless and

The wolves hunted outside. ^
earinS the ma

?
k of other Periods of history

One line to end everything:
than our own -

Nothing more notorious than the DEADLY PUNCH (and I'd only been there for a half an hour.)

IAN MCLAINE

H.H.

/

"And this also, has been one of the dark places of the earth."

"Why this is hell, nor am I out of it."

- Conrad

- Marlowe

Nearly, but not yet. (Never when Sean opens his mouth!) What, with

"Sir, we still haven't finished The Last Days of Pomeii," "Don't forget

to slip it into Overdrive!", Hallowe'en dances, Guy's coaching &
"Bishawp's", Latin conferences, McGill with Ali, Yale - "Try to keep

up Stuart!", "Vicki, you are so pretentious!", Tuckerman's - "I've

never been on a trip with you where you haven't wanted to leave

early", PEO's skis, Guy stealing ski poles, "Flat Pat Marnier", DRP's
cottage, "Peut-etre c'est le Scope, mais il ne le saura jamais!", "I'm so

sick of my wife!", Giving blood on Fridays, "I love this island!", and
Salmon at Stu's, this inferno will always be firmly etched on our minds.

To ADS, GSS, ABW, thirteen years is hideously long! Along with

credentials like BSS and BCS, and a long standing Briefcase Boy, there

is one title that will always endure:

"0 Captain! my Captain! our fearful trip is done,

The ship has weather 'd every rack, the prize we sought is

won, ...

Exult shores, and ring bells! But I with mournful tread

Walk the deck my Captain lies, Fallen cold and dead."
- Walt Whitman
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CASSANDRA McTAVISH
Cassandra tu est ma Georges.

Enfin d'abord tu etais Pollyanna. Faut comprendre: tu souriais toujours, replie d'ete.

Premier jour, toute timide tu paraissais, pensive et bien elevee. Then came Spanish

class laughter fits and spares in the boarder's common room with stolen cheerios and

rice krispie squares mixed with rich and layered conversations of people and objects

and skies and inner strength. Then you became the mischievous one, the pretty flirt,

et tous etaient amoureux de toil Then, seriousness. Empathetic, Rabbitlike adorable-

ness, intellectuelle, vivace, tu es un vrai support. Essayer de resoudre, et d' analyser —
sur des cafes, des pizzas, des bieres et des amours - on a vecu deux ans - ensemble

en complicity

.

Love, Katya

JOHN MERCER
A few of the things I have learned over the last five years. . .

Never play leapfrog with a unicorn - Unknown

Whenever I'm caught between two evils I take the one I've never

tried before. - Mae West

Love is blond. - Herbert Gold's mother

Millions long for immortality who don't know what to do on a rainy

Sunday afternoon.

Charm is a way of getting the answer yes without asking a clear

question.

Lord, help me to be pure, but not yet.

Most of our future lies ahead.

- St. Augustine

Denny Crum, Louisville

basketball coach

JOE MIKHAEL
"Wherefore seeing we also are compassed about with so great a cloud of wit-

nesses, let us lay aside every weight, and the sin which doth so easily beset

us, and let us run with patience the race that is set before us, /Looking unto

Jesus the author and finisher of our faith; who for the joy that was set before

him endured the cross, despising the shame and is set down at the right hand

of God."
- Hebrews 12:1-2

And so my race continues. But it won't hurt to look back and

remember. . .

Form room with Mr. Simpson, French with Mr. Humphreys, Math
with Mr. Discombe, Monitor meetings. . .

Math with Mr. Z, Physics with Mrs. Waldeggar, Chemistry with

Doc, English with Mr. Lister. . .

Soccer with Mr. Weintrager, Squash trips with Mr. Morris, Mr.

Rosen & Lou, Running against Ricardo. . .

Prefect meetings with KDN, discussion/arguments with Mr.

Bewley, Teacher impersonations, Spares, Mr. Gray say 'Otay',

chats with Mrs. Jowett, Organising anything you want. . .

And guys, remember JOE KNOWS. . .

"That I may KNOW Him, and the power of His

resurrection, and the fellowship of His sufferings,

being made conformable unto his death."

- Philippians 3:10
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JENNY MONNARD
JENNY MONNARD = > CHRIS MONROE!
Betcha you didn't know she was a thief (A.L.)

The only one who can be in the army (cherries).

Regular attendance of 9.35's with her room-mates (water fights).

I'll miss our late night Dr. Ruth sessions (did you know the average six is 6 ft?

Lead me to them!). Shoulder pads and erasers (you stunning woman!!). Classic

falls down the stairs (feels good, ha!). Alex, I'm at a motel. . . You mean old

folks' home (journey to A.L.'s house). Personal update on Poodle head! Black

hands for weeks (left the gloves in the instructions) . Thanks for the 3 great years

full of memories, your fat burner low impact buddy.

Dada Troy (by the yr. 2010).

Phil - I love you! Thanks for two special years.

Jen (Lou-Lou)

COREY MULVIHILL
I've pondered what to say here for quite a while, hoping to find some profound

thought to put down. All to no avail, so instead of some saying or quote, I'm

just going to say goodbye and good luck. It's been a good year, grads of '90;

hope the "real" world treats you well.

JAMES MURAKAMI
"EH!" Seven years at Ashbury have meant nearly twenty thou

sand hours of school; close encounters of the Quebec police kind,

Fiona-streaking, three musketeers in Chemistry, free drinks at

Hurley's, three great years in Doc's form room, New Year's Eve
in a taxi cab, seven years no Saturdays, "there

are wise fools and there are stupid fools, you are

stupid fools" - DDL, "come now, let's touch base"
- GGT, "it's all in the bible, read it and you'll

know what to do" - HJR, sports sir? do you mean
me?, poetic doggerel, "I can't believe I never went

rafting", skiing at Whiteface mt, trips to T.O.,

cycling to Palmer Rapids, Debriefing sessions in

outdoor ed, "can you sign me in?" I leave with

this final message, "people call me a pessimist,

yet it is pessimists who brings idealists back to

reality". See ye all later and keep in touch, it's

been great!
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JILLIAN NAPIER
To go away is to die a little, it is to die to that which one loves every-

where and always, one leaves behind a part of oneself.

- E. Harancort

As I leave things behind, I also take some away. Memories from three amazing
years at Ashbury College:

- basketball, volleyball and soccer

- OFSAAs at Windor, Glencoe and Parkhill and Walkerton, where the party never

happened
- choir trips to Toronto and the twenty-sixth floor at the Holiday Inn.

- the Raftsmen and big Reg
- Mont Tremblant
- Mr. Morris's grade eleven French class

- late night gossip sessions in the P.E. office

There are so many people I'd like to thank for making my years at Ashbury so

memorable, thanks to AJS, RIG, JK, IHD, MRM, KDN and to MS, LC, JH, NU, JW,
DP, the Briefcase Boys and to my family for always being there.

ROMNEY NG
"When a man sits with a pretty girl for an hour, it seems like a minute. But let

him sit on a hot stove for a minute — and it's longer than an hour. That's

relativity."

- Albert Einstein

"When a guy parties in a college for a year, it seems like a month. But let him
work hard in there for a month - and it's longer than a year. That's relativity."

- Romney Ng

BEVERLY NGAN
It's hard to think of what to say, but I know for sure that there

will be no more high school for me! What I am looking forward to

is the freedom I'll have in my future. Three years of boarding life

at Ashbury is really something. . . I have been through both my
best time (with A.Y.) and my worst time (with C.S.A.). Thank
God I don't have to see these people anymore and you know
WHO you are!!!

Bev's unforgettable moments at Ashbury were: learning how to

dance in Nancy's room. . . answering Mamie's question "Hard
like metal?" . . .a scene in the projection room. . . sign in for the

weekend O.T.I . . .You goona FRY something again, eh, Miss

Fatty the Fourth? But do I care now? I'll live everyday to the

happiest and fullest because it will never ever come again!!

Goodbye to all the ones I missed and thanks for a great year.

- Bev.
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MATTHEW OLDHAM
And further, by these my son, be admonished: of

making many books there is no end; and much study is

a weariness of the flesh.

Let us hear the conclusion of the whole matter: Fear

God, and keep his commandments: for this is the whole
duty of man.
For God shall bring every work into judgment, with

every secret thing, whether it be good, or whether it be
evil.

ECCLESIASTES, Chapter 12.

What profit hath a man of all his labour which he
taketh under the sun?

All things are full of labour; man cannot utter it; the

eye is not satisfied with seeing, nor the ear filled with
hearing.

The thing that hath been, it is that which shall be;

and that which is done is that which shall be done: and
there is no new thing under the sun.

ECCLESIASTES, Chapter 1.

FILIP PECHER
What? PEEECCCHHHEEERRR!!!
Its finally "bang done", but for those left behind, remember: make the

most of what Ashbury is, or the lacks and excesses of it.

Memories: "Would you 19 already!", "Follow the Ho Chi Minh Trail",

suspicious characters with J.S., the travelling bus stop, pirated songs in

Chinese (Lay Chi Ho Chi), -40 degree hockey with "the Magic", Mu Nai
Nai's inventions in Physics, Big Blue and sidewalks, Chinese downhill

with Jeff and Bungus, roadkilled, K.F.'s top 10 invitees, and a FREE
CZECHOSLOVAKIA. In my near decade at Ashbury, I have seen many
changes in the school, but none so disturbing as the deterioration of

the "Ashbury aura". I find this distressing because this aura is the
most important element of the school, holding it together and making it

unique in many beneficial ways. Without this aura, being an Ashburian
loses its great value. I hope that when 1 visit in the next years, I see a
positive change which will again make Ashbury what it should be.

F.K.P.

«*. *

JEFFREY PENDER
Anyone reading this article should be aware that Jeff is the "King of Studs".
In fact, if you are a female, you're probably part of his impressive statistics

(and if you're a male, he's on your blacklist). We really have to get together

with MAP and experience fully "les fleurs du mal" . . .Be careful with your
car: you might wreck the suspension on the way back from work!!! That could

cost you more than money! How many times will I tell you to avoid green? It

just doesn't suit you, which is excellent! Having worked in a fish market, how
about getting a job in a meat market? No wonder house music was invented in

Belgium. They like it spicy, but simple-minded!!! Just remember that if

someday your face turns red, it's not due to your achievements!!! I hope I'll

still see you when CANADA SEPARATES FROM QUEBEC!!!
- Gomer

"and everything under the sun is in tune

but the sun is eclipsed by the moon."
- Pink Floyd
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STEPHEN PENTON
I'd rather laugh with the sinners,

Then cry with the saints,

The sinners are much more fun,

Only the good die young.

Billy Joel.

Laughing at Sean and Shireen, smiling Dave, rescuing

Mark, Cassandra rescuing me, keeping up with Max
'n Meg., Stew's tequila, making fun of Ian, brewski's

with Bruce and. . . oh yeah, sorry Dune!

Why is it the hate of a man dies with his death, and

yet love . . . seems now to live and grow in spite of

final separation. . .? — For how long . . . was it pos-

sible for that love to continue? And to what end?

Graham Greene

There was no hate; that leaves only the love to grow.

Thank you for everything.

SEBASTIEN PEREZ
Jazz — the one true form of self-expression

Maybe money can't buy everything, but it can sure rent it

for a while!

I've barely survived five years of this hell, with help from:

M.O. ("I'm going to fail!"), K.F. ("Not another girl?"),

B.C. ("Can't I hit him once?"), K.J. ("Coke and raw pop

tarts"), J.S. ("I AM a prefect!"), F.P. ("What! Error

guy!"), A.K. ("Hockey scores: one to fwee"), D.C. ("What
homework?")
T.L. ("Is my English write?"), J.M. ("Break out the

shovel?"), and K.B., J.C., M.Y. ("You're not graduating!").

Let's hear it for: French plays, down the hill, Boston and get-

ting to bed early, the Jazz Band, and the construction site.

Sudden Talk rules Boston, Montreal, and Ashbury College.

Good luck children! And thanks!

JUSTIN PHILLIPS
What has 6 years of Ashbury meant to me?

- Late again?!?! Don't worry, I signed you in.

Breakie? No I have to do my homework. . . Ohhh,
who am I kidding, let's go. Lunch anyone? Cathay,

Daniels, Club 61. . . etc. Another afternoon off,

YES!! Games, what's that? O.k. sir, just for you, I

will drive to school with my windows open. Did I

park in the front lot again, damn, I keep forgetting

it's for teachers and visitors. Yah right! Hull every

Friday and Saturday night; I'll have a virgin ceasar

please. The Jew crew. 4 years and 5 courses, looks

like you made it Peter/Tank/Bigmac. The peanut

gallery lives! Hey guys, do you think I can improve

my marks if I sell a teacher a v.c.r. for $500.00
below cost? Anyone want their car modified, or how
about just a set of speakers? Thanks for the great

times kids!! See you again soon; Watermelon head,

Tag Man, Nerdentio, Strap, Pasc, Tageule and last

but least Alex, (you owe me $3.00)
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DUNCAN POUND
Motherhood

Her eyes were shining brightly

A glow was stretched

around her skin-tight face

She laughed out brashly

When they said

"You've had a boy"

A boy? She queried wildly -

(as though the specie

had a dozen kinds)

A boy ... a boy?
She laughed again in wonder

But when they placed him

in her arms
She cried

and cried

and cried! - Theresa Lewis

ANTONY SIMPSON
Some people, place, events, and phrases that recall some memories;

Sundog; the Rideau Club with Pete and the Ashbury Singers; the French Depart-

ment (by night); Anderson House by midnight; Boston by limo; England by train;

Kingsmere Video Parties; MBA Foundation; Briefcase boys; three French plays;

three grads; Italy with Debbie; France with Guy and the guys; Barbados Case

Society #1; Elmwood girls ; Guy!; Prefect Privileges; Dr. Bell's stories at 4 a.m.

"As a prefect it is my job to keep your morale up!"

"Homeroom? There's a 13N homeroom?"
"Christ qu'il est dense!"

"Georgetown, eh? . . . Doesn't Laurie live in Washington?"
"II vaut mieux en rire que de pleurer"

Thanks to KDN, PMcL, MEJ, MAP and Guy.

"Puis-je vous inviter, sincerement, a monter avec moi, sur ma bicyclette? Je sais,

moi, que Ton peut echapper a la terre. Nous monterons tres haut, mais n'ayez

pas peur. Montez avec moi, venez. .
."

- Roch Carrier

JASON SPOTSWOOD
SOME QUOTES FROM ASHBURY ABOUT ME AND AROUND ME:
"Astro boy" (J.B.M.), "Sunbeam" (grade 11), "Holy" (K.A.F.),

"You know what I mean Vern" (B.A.C.), "Blame it on the rain"

(P.G.C.), "Justin, I mean Jason" (N.J.), "Nature boy" (J.Y.W.),

"Suspicious characters" (P.K.P.), "Nice laugh bud" (K.R.J.), "It took
forever, and I didn't even get to the forever part" (A/G), "Reduced
construction price" (GP), "You're good people" (K.D.N.).

SOME MEMORIES: Visiting day with Mr. Polk Sr., Junior school

detention club, Father Flemming's stories, Math with Mr. Simpson,
Form room with Mr. Wientrager, Mr. Varley and the A House spirit,

Doc's mad math and the three Musketeers, Chair lift free falls,

Physics rap sessions, Becoming a Prefect, Progressive progress in all

that I have done, and the future memory - GRADUATION.
The most meaningful song from the most meaningful relationship, "In Your Eyes".
We are "The first of the last", champions of it all. Thanks for the 7 years of memories, experiences, and friends.
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SEAN STEVENS
"I got nothing to ache, no need to work
Just something to drink and dust on my shirt

Going out the door, no chance for hire

See what the hell, say what the hell

Hang fire!"

the Rolling Stones

"Grow up? ... I did. I'm just having fun!"

MAX STOREY
A - Ashbury
B - Bijoux, beer, basketball, boathouse

C - Carling Ave. bike rides, Calgary

D - drunk
E - Export

F - football

G - grades 6-13

H - Hull, hockey
I - intellectual conversations

]
- Jeff & Jill

K - keg parties

L - Lisanne

M- Mr. Morris's grd. 11 french

N - Neely, nicknames*
- On Tap

P - pool parties, prefects' Common Room
Q - quiet reflection in the Common Room
R - Raftsmen, rugby, Raceway
S - stripping Mr. Sparks

T - tinkling under the table at the Raftsmen
U - underdressed

V - vacationing in Barbados
W- 'whatever'

X - X-mas break grd. 1

1

Y - 'yeah right'

Z - zoomed, zonked, zzzz. . .

*Fish, Dogger, Jeffy, Radar, the Wife, Grimace, Briefcase Boys,

Condor Man, etc.

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Sarah, Ben, JW, JT, GRV, KDN and RBN.

MIKE TAGGART
Memories of five, sometimes fun, sometimes not, years of

Ashbury. . . Le bop, chez, my cottage parties, the brunet hotel,

Alex's birthday party, women from Orleans, Maniwaki, Mont
Tremblant, Acapulco, France, Hong Kong and Philippians,

frenchmen, germans, spanards, the Alec Hotel beach party, Friday

(24 pack) skiing, Carlo's parties, physics with Mueler, chemistry

with Doc, french and Spanish with Chuck, liquid lunches with

Adam, the Saturdays Adam and I spent because

of liquid lunches, breakfast at Daniel's with mom. Favorite

sayings; . . . breaky anyone? F. . ., why don't you!! Thanks for

good times, good friends.
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JODI TAYLOR
Upon her arrival at Ashbury Jodi (with an 'i') became a

full-fledged member of the IB NERD HERD (of which she is

the only member). Taking the full IB Diploma in a year, I've

never seen anybody study so much before. Her head's cir-

cumference had grown noticeably. She has brought new
meaning to the word PENCIL GEEK! ! But - the social part of

the school year started off great - you with the Prince of

Nausea and me, well. . . (Jack Daniels, anyone??). . . maybe
we can double-date sometime!!. . . I've got a tear in my
beer. . . Hefty wenches. . . I've heard so much about

you!. . . Jack and Diane down the hill. . . As Tremblant

Turns. . . Queen's will be awesome - you'll be able to

mingle with thousands of other naturally blonde private

school refugees. . . 'Jodis': the only red, cherry cheeked ball

of fun, always next to me at rowing, Nautilus and the

House. Wouldn't have been half as exciting a year without

her. Hull will miss her and so will all the friends that she

has made. Hope you have the greatest of years next year!

- The Group

P.S. SMILE - it makes people wonder what you've been up to!!!

VICKI TAYLOR
Strange, I'm finally given my chance to say all I want about Ashbury,

the people I've met, rules I've encountered, meals I've eaten, and
I'm at a loss. As you all well know that isn't common for me. Perhaps

it's the restriction of my language. In any case, here's what I do

have to say to some special people, I hope you recognize yourselves:

Bermuda Gods and grandmothers don't mix; "Dangerous
Liaisons" - it's us!; Mom, JE has a licence; the battle of the

vulgar; your world isn't all that bad; pet your what!?; cuz,

things don't change; Yuk Yuk's and Yack; my alternate self;

how can I say it all?

Knowing full well I've left out many others who have befriended me,

as well as those of you who have just plain irritated me, I can only

say I hope you know how I feel. You should by now! What else?

well. . . nice shuz, $100, Blah, Poke, Pinky, Tramps, Black wed-
dings, Porn day, Duvernay, smoked oysters, Ex. The rest is history,

and now so am I.

SHIREEN TAREEN
Shireena,

For your first year you sure made some great impressions.

Remember; Barbados, Harbour Lights, Grad show, Writer's Craft,

football, Western, Queen's, Gray Rocks, long walks, sex talks and
drug store stops, excuses, double black diamonds, roomies in

Barbadoes, B&H, C, S.S.

Lisanne and Cassandra

Don't foreget Danny's at break, car rides with M., sleepovers, long

B conversations, uncontrollable laughter, relaxing with J. Your

enthusiasm and wit will be missed next year.

Katya and Marissa

Borden memories include: Skiing, cultural experiences in Western,

movies, Bert, Daryl, grade eleven bio, famous Tareen mobile, cruising

the other side, chipmunk cheeks, night school, Mac's, G.M. concert, babies.

Famous quotes: "Have we been kicked out of class?", "Wanna drive by M.M.'s house again?", "Are you on proba-

tion again?". Thanks for the memories, we love you lots.

I've always felt you talk too much, but you Pam and Zarina

listened even better. _. „
Steve P.
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ELENOR TENG
We remember very well the first day Elenor walked into our

room we were to share with her; she was shy and excrutiat-

ingly quiet. How were we to know the true Elenor that was to

emerge would pick up our nasty language, questionable morals

and all-around bad habits?

Of course, it was a slow transformation, involving frantic dic-

tionary searching and blushing. But the result is what she is

now, almost two years later: a quick-tongued, quick-drinking,

quick-humoured girl of the world. And us as proud parents.

Her education into Canadian society included pool-playing in

the market, parties in our room, visiting bizarre northern

Ontario families, and watching her roommates stumbling in,

interrupted with frequent visits to "Mei Kong" for Chinese

lunches with Alfred, Alan, Romney, Aaron, notably the only girl of the group.

We want to thank her for all the fun we've had together, for introducing us to real Chinese food and for teaching

us to curse in Chinese.

We'll miss you Elenor, good luck and HAVE FUN! - Vicki and Sylvie

MARK THOMPSON
I first came to Ashbury in grade seven. After the seven years that

have passed, the things I will always remember (fondly?) are the

eccentric students and teachers, and the teachers with exceptional

ability. These individuals made my "Ashbury years" worthwhile. I

leave you with two quotations from Lucius Apuleius and the immortal

Herman Melville.

"The man whom you allow to poke his finger into your little

casserole is the luckiest fellow alive."

"Hark ye yet again-the little lower layer. All visible objects,

man, are but as pasteboard masks. But in each event-in the

living act, the undoubted deed-there, some unknown but still

reasoning thing puts forth the mouldings of its features from

behind the unreasoning mask. If man will strike, strike through

the mask! How can the prisoner reach out-

side except by thrusting through the wall?

To me, the white whale is that wall,

shoved near to me."
- Herman Melville

D.M.R.T.

DAVID TURNER
An excerpt taken from David Turner: The Man, The Supra-Genius

written twelve years into the future (a future with lots of lasers)

:

"Shortly after I solved the world energy shortage and just before I

sandsurfed around the world, I was struck rather forcefully in the

thigh with nostalgic memories of my year at Ashbury College,

which is now the site of the Candy Land theme park. Memories of

human motorcycles, laundry at midnight, singing solo in chapel, and
the Renegade Grad Group. Quotes such as: "SUCK IT!", "Peace of

God, but I'm. . . "Play with fire, you get burned. Play with your
mother,. .

." "Goo' Day, Charles.". It is safe to say the I touched

the Ashbury Community and altered the course of all the lives of all

the people I knew there."

(The author would like to thank Julia Roberts, the EEC, His Holi-

ness the pope, and the entire nation of French Guyana for their help

with this write-up.)
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You may love me or you may hate me,

but you'll never forget me.

To Jos-Louis, ski-doos and Kapuskasing. -Nance

P.S. A great moment in history, will someday be an ABBA reunion.

JONATHAN WADDELL

NANCY URBAS
My name is Nancy but call me Fish. (Thanks, Max!!)

Special thanks to Miss Speckert for making my first year in boarding such a

pleasant one! . . . Yvonne!! (screaming teddy bears) . . . Barbados with

Diarmid the fisherman. . . Back to Life (However do U want me) avec Alex

L. . . on the 27th floor bathroom of Holiday Inn with J.N., L.C., J.C., N.M.,
E.S., T.R
To F.Y.L.: Thanks for the late night chats and being a great friend and room-

mate. Love always, Y.P.B.P.F.H. xoxo "Bust a Move" (N.M.) . . . walking
in the middle of Barbados, God knows where and why!?!? (J.C.) . . . Napes!!!

from 'Urb' Allop-2. . . "B.J."!! EXPRESS-ing your love to Jacques at Trem-

blant. . . Jim's keg parties. . . My 2nd favorite roommates (L.C. + M.S.)

Room #21 will be greatly missed. . . My best friends (J.W. + S.S.). Thanks
for always being there. . . And thanks to my parents for giving me the 2

best years of my life.

"These are the days to remember
'cause they will not last forever

These are the days to hold on to

'cause we won't although we'll want to."

- Billy Joel

"MAN IS THE ONLY ANIMAL THAT BLUSHES. OR NEEDS TO."

- MARK TWAIN

MARK WATSON
A transcript of a radio transmission to C.F.B. Petawawa from career Sargeant

Mark Watson, stationed in Nicaragua:

"Attention, attention. This is Sargeant Watson in the Mierda Santa

valley. Enemy inside the wire, too close for napalm. Artillery

exploding all around. It's chaos. This keeps reminding me of my
grade 13 year at Ashbury College. Those were some wild times, even

though I spent most of it at "Library" or "Cadets". (Explosion).

Whoa, that was close. Uh, we need some real help here. They've got

us pinned and the pressure is starting to build. I can only remember
Ashbury, the motorcycle, all the free time during the school day, and

that A-l, cool roommate of mine. Wait a min. . . Holy- . . . (shock-

ingly large amounts of gunfire near the radio)
. '

'

End transmission.
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JON WINBERG
Here is what a few people said about Jon Winberg:

M.G. Nerdosity has been Jon's "raison d'etre". I thank him for being respon-

sible enough to promote an adequate level of nerditude within myself!

J.B. Jon's unique nerdistic style can be seen in every area, including skiing

where Jon calculates: inclination, windfactor, angles and landing. These are

calculations for the perfect jump, yet Jon has never landed that "Perfect Jump"!

Other Memories:

Mr. Jones (J.P.), senior football "down. . . down. . . down", Mr. Humph-
eries's knee socks, Molson Dry, "Blow Hard", "I'm not your buddy,

buddy", "sit down and shut up", "Why don't you . . .", The party mobile

(M.T.), "BLOOOOODDDDY HEEELLLLLL!", bench warming for gruesome
Gray, J-school jackets, Pascal's parties, losing at pool, the dunk dome,
"theatre of the absurd" (M.T.), Campbell's locker, Dribblin' Dillon, Waddell's

literacy seminar, Ahhh Guy, Taggart's cottage photo session, Bop, Duv,

Ruiss, (never) winning an argument with N.J., Gray Bomb, Fisher, The Fish,

Pecker's calculator, Woody-Allen, Keg parties, "White Man", my bro and the

booze cruise.

BRUCE WURTELE
K.M.H., the MBA Foundation, skiers (4 for 5), music lovers and all

those I've known.

It was an early morning yesterday,

I was up before the dawn,

And I really have enjoyed my stay

But I must be moving on!

- Supertramp

I wanna write her name in the sky,

I wanna free fall out into nothing,

Gonna leave this world for a while,

And I'm free, I'm free fallin'.

- Tom Petty

Half the fun of the moment comes from telling the story in morning. It's been a long night

DAVE WYATT
"Try not to become a man of success,

but rather a man of value."

- Albert Einstein

"Never do today what you can put off till tomorrow."
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(And, oh, yeah. We forgot. - Ed)

JASON DEWAR
Ashbury Hi-Lites 1988-90

2nd day of School, Ian Otto, Dylan's car

Introduction to Football, Doctor D., Rafting

Grade 12 Math - "I never learned this, I went to public school"

OFSAA Bronze medal

The lovely Blind River Girls (a bit on the hairy side)

- Jeff Merrett

Good Times on tap at Otis and Sphincter's

Boat Cruises

Pub at the Chaud

Semi-Finals, 1990 Football

Fajitas at the Lone Star

Beating the hell out of Max on numerous occasions

3-pointer against Ridley

OFSAA quarter finalists

BARBADOS - nicknames (Condor-Man preferred)

Good Friends: NC, DM, MS, SS, SJ, The B.B., VT, SL, and the rest; you
know who you are.

Special thanks to RIG, Sparks (nice hair); RJC for his exra help in Math
and Calculus, and HJR for snowing me how to organize myself.

"Like this hasn't been the best, I must say."

- Ed Grimley
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HEADMASTER OF ASHBURY COLLEGE
FULL NAME: Robert Benjamin Napier

BORN: March 26, 1942 in Belfast, Northern Ireland

LAST BOOK READ: Billy Bathgate, by E.L. Doctorow

"I didn't like it at all. As a matter of fact, I got halfway through and I don't think I'll finish it."

FAVOURITE MOVIES: Driving Miss Daisy

My Left Foot

Mississippi Burning

BEST THING ABOUT BEING 7 YEARS OLD: "the opportunity to be as carefree as a 7-year-old."

BEST THING ABOUT BEING YOUR CURRENT AGE: ("a shade short of 50"): "I don't know. . . I

honestly don't know."

FAVOURITE SPOT ON CAMPUS: "my back porch, lookng out over the school grounds, especially in

summer."

FAVOURITE TIME OF DAY: late evening.

MOST DESPISED ART FORM: Andy Warhol

MUSICAL INCLINATIONS: "I can't play anything. I'm tone deaf."

REGARDING THE COMING CENTENNIAL OF ASHBURY: "I wish I had a few more years to plan for it!"

REGARDING THE EVENTS OF THE PAST YEAR: "That's a difficult one. . . I still feel some disappoint-

ment. Certainly some of the tension in the building has lessened since last spring but so much of this

year has been devoted to preparing a document which we hope will be acceptable to the staff and ad-
ministration. If all goes well, the next year should be an improvement."

QUOTATION: (grinning) "short and sweet - no don't print that."

LATEST ACCOMPLISHMENT: (ed.) On May 23rd, 1990, Mr. Napier won the award of Outstanding Edu-
cator from Cornell University, for having most influenced Merrill Presidential Scholar Andrea ]. Ritchie.

To quote Ms. Ritchie, ".
. .Mr. Napier has made an outstanding contribution to my life, by giving me a

place to go when I was at a loss, by placing his confidence in me, by helping me realize my leadership
potential, and by playing an instrumental part in my admission to Cornell. For this, I am deeply
grateful."
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A tribute to Ali Bell who over the years has given so much of his outstanding photographic talent to the

Ashburian.

Reprinted below are some of his, and our, favourites. We will miss your skill, Ali; the photography

department will not!

Portrait by Karsh (Edna)
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*SEE special BIN FOR NEW5RAPE
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FORM 13A
Front -

J. Mercer, C. Klinger

2nd - T. Lee, K. Judge, K. Fincham,

3rd - A. Attridge, S. Stevens, C. Dendy,

L. Carruthers

4th - M. Taggart, J. Henderson, A. Bell

Top - M. Thompson, J. Waddell, M. Storey,

J. Mikhael

Absent - B. Charlebois

FORM 13C
Front - S. Tareen, D. Wyatt, J. Napier

2nd - N. Gubby, C. Annuss, D. Campbell, S. Penton

3rd - D. Hodgson, M. Giroux, D. Cole

4th -
J. Winberg, E. Hardie, D. Pound, I. McLaine

Top - S. Perez, B. Wurtelle, S. Johnston
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FORM 13N
Front - C. MacTavish, N. McElligott, J. Pender,

J. Murakami

2nd -
J. Brunet, A. Kong, F. Pecher

3rd -
J. Phillips, ML Oldham; A. Simpson, J. Coulson

4th - P. Comeau, P. Comeau, P. Lecomte
Top -

J. Gillin, J. Spotswood, S. Hensel, J. Dewar
Absent - L. Beauchamp

FORM 13W
Front - B. Ngan, V. Chang, E. Teng, B. Guy
2nd - N. Urbas, A. Kwan, F. Foulkes

3rd - S. Levesque, L. Gibbons, D. Gavrrido, j.

Taylor

4th - A. Kwan, K.Y. Liang, R. Ng, A. Mau,
M. Guthrie,

5th - M. Watson, V. Taylor, S. Cairns, D. Turner

Back - A. Graham, S. Al-Qaraguli, A. Fisher,

C. Mulvihill, P. Hind

Absents - C. MacKenzie, T. MacLean
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FORM 12A
Front - L. Spotswood, B. Barber, P. Reilly

2nd - M. Keriakos, K. Andrews, J. Daugherty

3rd - 0. Matthews, I. Otto, D. Sheehan, H. Alyea

4th - M. Graham, A. Zollinger, R. Dubras

Back - A. Slawecki, M. Spratt, A. Movilla, M. Harris

FORM 12C
Front - V. Altiparmakian, 0. Tareen

2nd - L. Kanigsberg, T. Clark, K. Green

3rd - K. McMillan, T. Johnson, I. Otto, L. Hageman
4th - M. Norquay, Y. Massicotte, J. Robertson

Back - M. Graham, A. Price, W. Qirbi, J. P. Ostiguy
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FORM 12N
Front - V. Wallace, C. Lacatus, R. Tickle, A. Egan

2nd - S. Storey, A. Aver, L. Edmison

3rd - A. deVries, D. Hill, J. P. Vaccani, R. Home
Back - S. Rahman, B. James, J. Hill

FORM 12W
Front - E. Stiles, M. Halil, V. Toang, T. Kiyohara,

K. Halil, C. Smith, M. Ng
2nd - C. Murty, M. Solomon, V. Riddell,

B. Carnevali,
J. Monnard

3rd - R. Citirin, N. Alikhan, I. Wildhaber, G. Hahn
4th - M. Lederman, Y. Massicotte, F. Faisal,

W. Al-Qaraguli, 0. Isinak

5th - A. Nichols, D. Mcjannet, R. Gaglio, J. Fraser

Back - M. Ouamina, C. Lloyd, S. Vowles, S. Grism,

A. Valiquette
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FORM 11A
Front - A. Rocheleau, T. Saleh, M. Quevillon

2nd - C. Mortakis, S. Balducci, B. Balducci

3rd - T. El-Abbadi, R. Airey, G. Scorsone,

K. London

4th - 0. Dickel, A. Carruthers, K. Bon

5th - M. Gillis, G. Marett, M. Valiquette,

R. Watkins

Back - A. Koshy, H. Bell, 0. Fisher

Absents - K. Bon, C. Mercer

FORM 11C
Front - C. Greenwood, J. Napier, F. Nabwangu,

C. Brisson

2nd - K. Wyatt, S. Campbell, A. Hageman
3rd - S. Reid, P. Fong, M. Pound, R. Khan

4th - S. Khan, A. Cole, D. Reid

Back - R. Kenny, A. Pepper, A. Baribeau, K. Elfar

Absent - D. Cripps
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FORM UN
Front - R. Sandiford, J. Bonn, J. Yen, J. Yang,

L. Baylin

2nd - L. Bradford, T. Crombie, S. Chandan,

C. Freeman

3rd - A. Howard, B. El-Sawy, J. Stokes, M. Blondin

4th - T. Sherwood, J. Starr, A. Phelan

Back - C. Gillin, J. Singh, D. Sebesta, D. Bajramovic

FORM 11W
Front - A. Laverdure, M. Prudhomme

2nd - G. Durant, E. Dinelle, J. Goulard

3rd - B. Munro, D. McNaughton, K. Hagiya,

A. Isinak

Absent - L. Chan
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FORM 10A
Front - S. Storey, L. Turner

2nd -
J. Rager, M. Floyd, C. Holmes, A. Grand

3rd - K. Edwards, L. Smith, C. Love

4th - M. Coleridge, A. Van der Velden,

C. Stuart-Bell, A. Cogan

5th - V. Chauhan, M. Agulnik, T-J. St. John

Back - M. Ritchie, R. Tavel, A. Capello, D. Stanely

Absent - B. Valiquette

FORM IOC
Front - G. Nabwangu, L. Tan, A. Wong, U. Cole,

S. Desjardins

2nd - C. Johnston, A. Baribeau, A. Aye
3rd - D. Adam, L. Brisson, M. Weatherill,

C. Penton

4 th - D. Petridis, M. Diggins, N. Sherif

Back - D. Iny, J. Wisniowski, C. Rogan, J. Thomas



FORM ION
Front - P. Millington, M. Kirchhoff

2nd - C. Boushey. A. Barton, A. Whitney,

N. Singhal

3rd - S. Dawes, N. Chapman, R. Butler

4th - G. McLeod, M. Young, F. Richer

5th - M. Stevenson, D. Gunn, C. Currie,

P. McElligott

Back - T. Jayanama, S. Smith, M. Bajramovic,

J. Morissette

FORM 10W
Front - M. Mejido

2nd - N. Roohi, S. Sarkar

Back - K.L. Tong, M. Bhaumik, C. Fleming, A. Yuen
Absent - R. Jabbour
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FORM 9A
Front - M. Pulvermacher, N. Rocheleau

2nd - A. Scorsone, P. O'Leary, V. Chhura

3rd -
J. McKendry, A. Shillington, A. Inch,

J. McGilveray

4th - M. Labarge, M. Tsay

Back - W. Fan, N. Charbonneau, D. Anders,

Absent - M. Watson

Eyre

FORM 9C
Front -

J. Riff, S. Patel, D. Nabwangu

2nd - M. Tahirkheli, A. Otupiri, J. Lavoie-Copeland,

J. Perez

3rd - A. Leach, S. Ouirbi, C. Trotter

4th - S. Gundy, J. Cripps, K. Sherif, N. Day
Back - R. Beattie

Absent - L. Erb
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FORM 9N
Front - C. Braithwaite, K. Tremblay, S. Radia,

G. Tiamuh

2nd - D. Fairbanks, D. Tavzovich, R. Hopkins

3rd -
J. Smith, R. Nelms, J. Sebesta, A. Richards

Back - P. Maglieri, F. Lilliehook, S. Crombie

Absent - A. Kane

FORM 9W
Front - V. Gervais-Harreman, M. Hall, M. Twain

2nd - T. Levy

3rd - D. Lee, J. Prior

Back -
J. Rawlinson, A. Mills, C. Mcjannet
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JUNIOR SCHOOL
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DIRECTOR OF JUNIOR SCHOOL
FULL NAME: Peter Hugh Montgomery

BORN: Sunday, October 20, 1946 in Montreal

UNIVERSITIES ATTENDED: Laval, McGill, Bishops, Aix en Provence, University of London Eng.,

Dalhousie, Mount St. Vincent, St. Mary's, and Queen's.

LATEST ACCOMPLISHMENT: broke one hundred in golf.

FAVOURITE BOOK: The World According to Garp, by John Irving.

FAVOURITE MOVIES: Dead Poets' Society

Women in Love

MOST DESPISED ART FORM: rap

FAVOURITE SPOT ON CAMPUS: Room 121

FAVOURITE TIME OF DAY: "midnight, with camomile tea and a good book, just relaxing."

MOST RIDICULOUS FASHION TREND: tie-dyed t-shirts. ("I had one. It was brown.")

WHAT IS BEST ABOUT YOUR CURRENT AGE: "watching my own kids grow up."

QUOTATION: "There's more to come."

IN TWENTY-FIVE YEARS: "I see myself retired, in the Eastern townships ... I think ..."
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FORM 8H
Front - R. Vales, D. Walsh, N. Baylis, B. Merkley,

S. Messinger

2nd - S. Thompson, C. Moreton, J. Robinson

3rd - B. Kroll, E. Budovitch, C. Phelan, S. Pauls

4th - B. Szafron, M. Sullivan, D. Dinarino

Back - S. Heidemann, R. Ruparelia, N. Cogan,

C. Boushey

Absent - T. Niles

FORM 8M
Front [. Nabwangu, M. Varley, A. Millson,

N. Kellet, T. Dawson, A. Kirchoff

2nd - A. Knight, S. Aggarwal, W. Giziewicz,

G. Cuneo

3rd - 0. Juwah, S. Frener, G. Dickson

4th - F. Hanson, N. Boswell, J. Francis, X. Fan

5th - A. McLachlin, M. Shamji, B. Hamilton

Top - S. Mintsioulis, M. Stanley, T. Hyde, I. Wilson
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FORM 8S
Front - A. Van Epen, D. Chih, A. Deslauriers

2nd - R. Pearson, R. Singh, P. Nicolini, J. Gibson

3rd - M. Derouin, M. Sekeres, R. Anderson,

S. Acharya

4th - A. Mandy, G. Bousquet, D Huang,

J. Higginson

Top - A. Patel, Z. Charania, R. Zrndlo

FORM 7H
Front - J.S. Blanchette, S. Winberg, B. Yazdi,

B. Deslauriers

2nd - R. Tiamuh, N. Fraser, M. Dennehy

3rd - M. Parkinson, R. Puk, D. Stewart

Back -
J. Huang, G. Bazile, J. Cole

Absent - R. Cole
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FORM 7D
Front - N. Young, P. Beaubien, J. Lee, B. Ritchie

2nd - S. Nandi, M. Merkley, A. Losos, A. Riff

3rd - N. Eden-Walker, R. Capern, J. Moore

4th - A. Sinclair, L. Watt

Absents - A. Faynwachs, A. Rambert, T. Hargreaves

FORM 7V
Front - S. Parkes, 0. Kane, D. Petredis

2nd - B. Storey, G. Brigante-Colonna, V. Malek,

M. McElligott

3rd -
J. Quan, S. Freeman, N. Malitotra

4th - M. Love, B. McKinlay

Top - C. Singh, C. Anderson, M. Tattersfield



FORM 6S
Front - E. Dickson, V. Munyal, M. Nicolini, D. Suh

2nd - A. Johnston, J. Yang, A. Shamji, R. Patro

Back - M. Capello, R. Wilkinson, R. Chase,

S. Kamath

Absents - C. Cuneo, R. Hendin

FORM 6V
Front - K. Muchantef, A. Smellie, M. Lasserre,

0. Gervais-Harreman

2nd - T. Al-Zand, S. Ventureyra, D. Prevost

3rd - A. Acharya, N. Banerjee, J. Miller

Top - T. Koffman, D. McCansh

Absent - A. Annamalai
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FORM 5L
Front - G. Nelson, W. Div, J. Mouaikel,

A. Mintsioulis, J. Sweetnam

2nd - N. Cole, K. Sullivan, M. Brigham, M. Gellman

3rd - S. Vaidyanathan, C. Roberts, P. Francis

4th - C. Mitchell, A. Merchea; C. Cadman,

N. Seppala

Top - E. Mill

JUNIOR BOARDERS
Front - O.G. Harreman, R. Vales, D. Walsh,

B. Deslauriers

2nd -
J.

Blanchette, D. Chih, R. Tiamuh

3rd - D. Huang, J. Huang, R. Puk, A. Knight

4th - A. Patel, E. Budovitch

Absent - F. Philip
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SPORTS AT ASHBURY
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Girls' Soccer

Front Row: J. Goulard, N. Roohi, J. Rawlinson, A. Baribeam, J. Napier

Middle Row: J. Napier, M. Pound, L. Edmisson, H. Speckert, C. Brisson

Back Row: L. Baylin, R.B. Napier, T. Crombie, J. Coulson, M. Young

Missing: L. Spotswood, H. Alyea, K. Wyatt, T. Clark

After winning last year's city championships, the girls' soccer team moved up into the

"Tier 1" division. The new level of competition was noticeably higher, but the team rapidly

adjusted and progressed to the necessary level of play. Many of the games were close; this,

however, was unfortunately not reflected in our "win column". The development of many of

the players was outstanding and will give the team strength next year; Julie C. and Jillian are

the only two graduating players, so hopefully next year's team will be able to attain the same
competitive level necessary for a successful season.

Thanks to Miss Speckert and Judy for their hard work, dedication and patience. Since when is

the woman's anatomy part of the soccer field, Judy? And by the way Miss Speckert, thanks for

the ice cream.

Good luck to the team next year - maybe the city championship title will be Ashbury's once

again.
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Senior Soccer

Front Row: D. Anders, C. Murty, V. Chhura, K. London, G. Durant, F. Nabwangu,
M. Hearn, T. Johnson

Middle Row: R.B. Napier, B. Barber, A. Cole, P. Cheung, N. Day, N. Alikhan,

S. Stevens, 0. Matthews, A. Mills, J. Mikhael, D. Cole, R.J. Anderson

Back Row: A. Price, R. Khan, J. Singh, S. Vowles, J. Spotswood, A. Baribeau,

E. Hardie

Despite the loss of some important coaches and players over the past few years, Ashbury's

senior soccer team revealed a new-found zeal this fall. Our motley band of about 20 players

consisted of young'uns like Andrew Mills (Grade 9) and budding heros like Frankie Nabwangu
(Grade 11), aided by the inimitable Topher Johnson (Grade 12) in goal and seasoned warriors

like Eric Hardie (Grade 13). This eclectic mixture evidently caught the attention of Mr. Mark
Hearn of the Ottawa Intrepid, who became our new coach and sought to instill in us the notion

of glory - or at least one or two fundamentals of the game. He partially succeeded, and while

our season cannot boast brilliant results, most of the games were close and hard-fought.

One memorable venture for the team was the annual LCC tournament in Montreal. Amidst the

congenial arrangements provided by the host school, we shared that unique and hard-to-define

independent school experience with 15 other schools from Canada, the U.S., and the Cayman
Islands. Along with a second place finish in the consolation round, our team enjoyed the benefit

of both observing, and competing with some exceptional soccer talent. This, in turn, boosted

our performance and morale upon our return to the Ottawa high school league, where we
struggled, but slowly improved.

Mr. Hearn deserves heartfelt thanks for his tireless and patient efforts on our behalf.



Senior Girls' Volleyball

Front Row: Mr. M. Mousseau, S. Levesque,
J. Napier, M. Guthrie, J. Henderson,

L. Carruthers

Back Row: Mr. R. Napier, P. Reilly, M. Pound, A.M. Baribeau, T. Crombie, B. Guy,

J. Napier

Absent: Miss J. Shum (co-coach), B. Carnevali

This season we played in the very competitive "Tier 1" division of the Ottawa Board Athletic

Association. We had a relatively successful season with close games against several of the top

teams in the city and ended the season at the provincial championships. A particularly satis-

fying highlight came in beating Elmwood and winning their annual independent schools' tourna-

ment. This was made even more satisfying in that there were seven ex-Elmwoodians on the

team this year, making victory all that much sweeter!

The team will always remember the killer practices (especially with Judy), Mr. Mousseau's
mental games (picture that perfect pass), the ride home from Glencoe at 1 80 +km/h, the diving

saves, the powerful blocks and the unstoppable spikes.

This year six members of the team are graduating - Julie, Belinda, Meigan, Lisanne, Sylvie

and Jill - but we hope to be back for Alumni games.
A special thanks goes to Mr. Mousseau and Judy for their perseverence, motivation, patience

and hard work; the team greatly benefitted from their skills and experience, and from their

amiability both on and off the court. Good luck to them and to the team, we wish you the best

of success in the future.

P.S. Enjoy the groovy underwear, Moose.
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Senior Football

Front Row: D. Sheehan, M. Harris, J. Hill, J. Winberg, A. Graham, M. Storey,

S. Johnston, C. Dendy, J. Dewar, M. Giroux, P. Bartlett, S. Penton

Middle Row: K. Gaurisco, I.H. Deakin, S. Grisim, M. Valiquette, J. Fraser, J. Starr,

A. Attridge, J. Robertson, R. Dubras, I. Otto, D. Wyatt, J. Brunet, P. Comeau,
R.B. Napier

Back Row: ].P. Ostiguy, W. Qirbi, A. Nichols, Z. Zollinger, F. Lilliehook, C. Gillin,

R. Tavel, A. Movilla, M. Ouamina, A. Slawecki, R.I. Gray

The team was prepared for a tough season in the newly formed Ottawa Board "B" league

this year. Still reeling from a defeat in an exhibition game against L.C.C., the team unfor-

tunately suffered a last-minute loss to a strong J.S. Woodsworth squad in its league debut. With

each successive game though, the veterans put forth strong efforts, and the rookies showed
great improvement. The team won its next seven games, including convincing victories at

Bishop's, in our J.S. Woodsworth rematch, and in our playoff game against West Carleton.

We finished first in our division, making it to the city semi-finals, and ended our long but

memorable season with a 7-3 record.

The whole team would like to thank Mr. Gray, the Deak and Dr. Death for their patience and

their knowledge of the game. Also a Big Thanks to Jill Napier for coming to all our games.
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Senior Girls' Basketball

1

Front Row: G. Hahn, M. Solomon, S. Levesque, J. Napier, J. Napier, M. Pound

Back Row: P. Fong, A.J. Sparks, C. Freeman, A.M. Baribeau, J. Henderson,

L. Carruthers, J. Rawlinson, K. Wyatt, R.B. Napier

This was by far the most successful season in the tremendously long history of girls' basket-

ball at Ashbury College. The team made it to the Ottawa Board semi finals, but was unfor-

tunately thumped, beaten and creamed by Lisgar - who went on to become the league cham-

pions. At OFSAA we were posted to play the 1st and 2nd seeded teams in the province, but

did manage to upset the 9th ranked provincial team.

This year there are five graduating players; Lisanne, Sylvie, Jill, Julie and Martha. Although

this incredible wealth of depth, talent and leadership will surely be missed, a young and
extremely competent team will remain, promising even more successful seasons to come.

Finally, a special thanks to our very dedicated (and balding) coach, whose time, effort and

commitment to the team resulted in our miraculous success and the growth of girls' basketball

at Ashbury. From the graduating members, we wish Mr. Sparks and the team all the best.

"1 and 1; for a pro or to go!"
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Senior Boys Basketball

Front Row: J. Robertson, M. Ouamina, M. Storey, D. Pound, P. Bartlett

Back Row: R.B. Napier, P. Fong, H. Bell, A. Baribeau, A. Movilla, K. Elfar,

J. Starr, A.J. Sparks

The team played exciting fast paced basketball all season and finished the OHSAA play with a

tough loss in the semi-finals to Nepean after destroying Notre Dame in the quarter-finals.

In the "A" provincial championships, after two good wins including victory over Ridley, a

loss to the eventual champion, Rideau District, stopped the team from gaining a medal.

Graduating players, Duncan Pound, and Jason Dewar will be hard to replace; the ears and the

nose of the team will be cut!

Mr. A.J. Sparks is confident the returning players and new players will carry on the excellent

tradition set by the departing team members.



X-Country Ski Team

Front Row: R. Airey, J. P. Ostiguy

2nd Row: P. O'Leary, A. Inch

3rd Row: C. Annuss, J. Burnet

4th Row: G. Marrett, W. Qirbi

Back Row: P. Ostrom

Absent: S. Hensel, B. Wurtele, I. McLaine, A. Simpson

Batch #1: OK. An interesting and landmark year for the ski team.

Batch #2: BETTER. Early skiing and numerous CN tower training sessions left the core of the

team in excellent shape for the oncoming season. All skiers placed well in the Ottawa Board
Championships, held this year at Nakertok, despite the shortage of racing experience.

Batch #3: Bottle it! This year the date of the Ottawa Carleton Board Championships fell just

two days after the Canadian Ski Marathon, and hence several participants in this grueling

endurance event were not at their best for this OFFSA qualifying race. Although no skiers quali-

fied for OFFSA "we all gave it 110% and should be happy with that!" (who said that? -
Captain Anorak? - doubtful) The World Cup Gatineau 55 also saw the participation of several

team members. He didn't win but maybe next year J.P. The team had a strong finish to the

season at the Independant School's Meet, hosted by Ashbury, and skied partly at Sedbergh.

Ashbury placed first in all races yet somehow managed to finish second in the overall competi-

tion. Some of the finest and closest racing in recent memory at Ashbury, all would agree.

Memorable Events: Ambushing Guy at Asticou, Pete actually pulling off all of those races, run-

ning down Guy and Fred at P10, cancellation of Hut to Hut, ski team videos, Guy at the Ouatre

Jeudis. Memorable Phrases: "Peter 0. get off the roof", "Double Poling-No Skating". Darn
Good Advice: Don't let Ian or J. P. guard the donuts, always wear a seat belt and helmet when
driving with Guy, just. . . well, watch yourself when driving in Fred's truck!, waxing is like

foreplay, you can do without it, but it's so much better with it!
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Tennis

Front Row: S. Sarker, S. Desjardins, D. Stanley, A. Wong, J. Yang, C. Mercer

Middle Row: L.Tanod, C. Klingler, L. Tan, J. Coulson, K. Green, B. Guy,

V. Wallace, L. Baylin

Back Row:
J.

Mercer, A. Howard, J. P. Vaccani, S.Hensel, H. Bell, K. Elfar, A. Mau

The 1989 version of the Ashbury College tennis team, made its presence felt on the much
touted, highly competitive, Ottawa High School tennis circuit. During regular season play, the

squad went virtually undefeated; the "A" team even beat Lisgar for the first time in millenia.

Having qualified for the playoffs, we continued to demonstrate our exceptional athletic

prowess, earning O.H.S.S.A. crests. At the "B" level, Lisa Baylin and Karim Elfar won the

mixed doubles, and in the "A" division matches, Josephine Yang and Adrienne Wong won the

girls' doubles; Chris Mercer and Dan Stanley emerged as city champions in boys' doubles.

These results, combined with Mike Harris' narrow loss in the singles championship, allowed

Ashbury to tie Lisgar for the "A" title.

While our record undisputably proves the elevated standard of play of the team, it does not

begin to indicate the extent of the enjoyment and the fun, thanks greatly to Mr. Tanod, that

we got out of the season. Good luck next year, from the graduating members of the team!
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Rowing

Front Row: S. Dawes, P. Tauzovich, A. Van der Velden, S. Patel, A. Otupiri,

T. Levy, S. Radia, D. Fairbanks, P. O'Leary, L. Smith, J. McGilveray

Middle Row: F. Meuller, R. Tickle, I. Wildhaber, J. Taylor, S. Stovy, M. Floyd,

S. Storey, E. Stiles, S. Tareen, M. Young, R. Zehel

Back Row: G. Nabwangu, C. Holmes, M. Coleridge, A. Koshy, T. MacLean,

M. Ritchie, K. Fincham, U. Chauhan, M. Weatherill, J. Ritt

The crew started out in September as a rather motley bunch, yet we pulled through at a

tough Trent University race, and placed second at the Head of the Rideau. Our true fame and
glory, however, came when we destroyed all the high school crews and narrowly beat Carleton,

for a first place finish at the annual Martini club race. The high points of the season were
definitely the races, the ups and the downs, and the general aspects of rowing which makes
every crew a crew. Thanks to Mr. Mueller for the training, and for the fun that he brought to

the sport. Long live the Dead Rower's Society!
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Bantam Football

Front Row: D. McNaughton, A. Kane, S. Qirbi, M.Mejido, B. Valiquette,

J. Daugherty, R. Kenny, D. Nabwangu, 0. Tareen, E. Dinelle

Middle Row: R. Coles, S. Desjardins, J. Stokes, D. Iny, L. Brisson, T. St. John,

C. Penton, F. Richer, N. Sherif, J. Prior, W. Stableford

Back Row: M. Blondin, D. Adam, R. Home, A. Capello, P. McElligott, M. Burns,

M. Norquay, M. Stevenson

Absent: K. Edwards, C. Rogan, P. MacFarlane, P. Maglieri

The bantam football team was in "rebuilding year' this season, with a handful of veterans

being joined by many new but eager young candidates. Last year's undefeated season was a

tough act to follow; this year was still a great year even though we only played four games
(1-2-1). All were close games including the incredibly painful match against South Carleton,

who outsized us by about three to one. The excellent team work that we exhibited, as well as

individual efforts and talents - such as Jason Stokes' lightning speed, Louis Brisson 's tackling,

and Antony "take a lap" Capello 's unforgettable "hands" - will be remembered by all of us
on the team.

The team would like to thank Mr. Stableford, Mr. McFarlane and Mr. Coles for their time and
patience; we all learned a lot from their dedication and their inspirational coaching. And we
also learned never to mess with Pedro.
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Junior Girls Volleyball

Front Row: M. Kirchhoff, M. Hall, M. Young, A. Whitney, J. Rawlinson, S. Storey

Back Row: S. Sarkar, A. Barton, A. Carruthers, A. Isinak, M. FLoyd,

Miss Van Alstyne

The team did miraculously well compared to last year - we won more games than we lost

and many players improved greatly. Thanks to Miss Van Alstyne for her coaching and
patience. No thanks to Blue Line taxi for making us wait for hours more than once.
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Junior Boys Volleyball

Front Row: Mr. M. Mousseau, M. Diggins, D. Iny, J. Singh, A. Mills, A. Baribeau

Back Row: J. Prior, K. Elfar, M. Bajramovic, F. Lilliehook, B. Valiquette, D. Anders

Absent: Miss J. Shum (co-coach), C. Love, J. Sebesta

Improvement was the one word that drew our season to a close this year. We played out our

season in last place and were exactly that entering our last tournament. To everyone's surprise,

we finished 3rd, mainly because of a 15-2 15-8 victory over Sanuel de Jenais regardless of how
many times we had to run around Ridgemont. Many thanks to our coaches, Mr. Mousseau and

Judy. All and all our season record was somewhere near 1-15-1 which is not bad for starting

out with 14 straight losses.
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Downhill Ski Team

Front Row: Mrs. Denison, N. Day, C. Rogan, G. Nabwangu, K. Tremblay

Back Row: S. Crombie, F. Lilliehook, R. Airey, P. McElligott, D. Cripps,

M. Weatherill

Absent: R. Tickle, L.Edmison, N. McElligott, L. Baylin, K. Wyatt, A. Shillington,

J. Singh, A. Capello, C. Holmes, J. Sebesta, A. Nichols, E. Dinelle, A. Kane,

M. Spratt

This year's crop of intrepid skiers did really well in their races. The boys teams actually

managed to come in 2nd in the Ottawa Board race and went on to the Regional race where
they placed 4th. In both races they placed first in the Slalom category. The girls came 5th in

the Ottawa Board race, and the novice team was ranked 3rd in Ottawa. Overall it was a good
year and many thanks to Mrs. Denison.
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Curling

Front Row: J. Lavoie-Copeland, A. Scorsone, M. Tahirkheli, W. Fan, L. Erb

Back Row: V. Chauhun (Skip, A-Team), M. Valiquette, S.Chandan, Fr. David,

A. Leach (Skip, B-Team), D. Tauzovich

Absent: D. Fairbanks, 0. Fisher

We were a team known for more than our skill on the ice. What would Monday morning
assembly be without us - those medal exchanges, the brown paper bags, the invitations for

fan support, the incredible fan response. We want to thank Father David for his miraculous

coaching, and all the other curling teams in the region for not showing up.
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Junior Basketball

Front Row: T.J. St. John, D. Iny, B. Valiquette, M. Stevenson, K. Bon, D. Stanley

Back Row: D. Anders, R. Beattie, A. Capello, C. Currie, P. McElligott, S. Oirbi,

A. Mills, R.I. Gray

After being ousted by Nepean in the Ottawa Board semi-finals (again) the junior boys b-ball

team looks back on a season well played.

Our record for the year was 19-8, with our most satisfying win coming against Nepean in the

finals of their own tournament. This game was highlighted by Christian's stuff on Mike Kronick,

which sent him reeling for a long cold shower.

On the other hand, our rookie wedgie record was 12-0, as we nailed each twice throughout

the season.

We would like to recommend that next year's team purchase new game shorts, so that

they're not "ball huggers" like this year's were. (That's putting it politely.)

On behalf of the team, we would like to thank Mr. Gray for his hard work, efforts and dedica-

tion. We would also like to thank Nike for the shoes, Lester for the flat tops and our fans

throughout the year.

All in all, it was a chocolate thunder flying, robinzine crying, teething, shaking and glass

breaking season.

P.S. It has been confirmed by the Canadian bureau of statistics that Sami Oirbi did, in fact,

score a basket this season.
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Junior Girls Basketball

Front Row: A. Rocheleau, J. Goulard, N. Roohi, C. Fleming

Back Row: A. Carruthers, A. Isinak, J. Ohlson, C. Mcjannet, G. Tiamuh

Hard work produced a successful and enjoyable season for this team. We'd like to thank our

coach and all the students who supported us at the games.
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Junior Rugby

Front Row: A. Hagerman, M. Mejido, D. Nabwangu, T. Sherwood, V. Churra,

P. O'Leary

Middle Row: S. Radia, R. Watkins, R. Tavel, R. Stevenson, F. Nabwangu,

G. Durand, R. Kenny, M. Ben Herique

Back Row: T. Leoy, D. Sebesta, S. Crombie, J.Morissette, P. Maglieri, E. Dinelle

"Hey, boys!"

"Shamil, you WALK home!"
"McMuffin!"
4 'Maauuuaaaauugh!

'

'

This season was a learning experience. At least we had a better win-loss ratio than the

Rough Riders, the Nordiques and the junior boys volleyball team, so we're happy. Thanks to

M. Herique for being brave enough to coach us, to Mr. Humphreys for his constant support,

and to Mark, for quitting before we almost got ahead.
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Track - Field

Front Row: J. Goulard, G. Tiamuh, N. Rocheleau, M. Hall, A. Otupiri, A. Carruthers

2nd Row: C. Johnston, D. Mcjannet, A. Nichols, P. Bartlett, G. Scorsone, A. Mills

3rd Row: J. Rawlinson, L. Brisson, A.M. Baribeau, A. Pepper, H. Bell, A.J. Sparks
Back Row: R.I. Gray, S. Levesque, J. Mikhael, A.Movilla, M. Ouamina

Hard work produced a ninth place finish for the team at the OHSAA meet. Graduating track

stars were Sylvie Levesque, Joe Mikhael, and of course, "Spear Chucker" Chico Dendy. Con-
gratuations to these three especially and to all team members for their efforts and results.
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Squash Team

Front Row: Vikas Chhura, Jon Yen, Andrew Leach, Neil Charbonneau, Ronney Ng,

Miss Carleton

Middle Row: Mrs. Denison, Adam Aver, Alex Slawecki, Sean Stevens,

Steven Printon,, Ms. Novick

Back Row: Jason Spotswood, ALex Koshy, Joe Mikhael. Yee-Liang Ker

This year's squash program was the largest ever, with numerous beginners, intermediate and

advanced players participating. This illustrious group was coached by the likes of Mrs. Denison,

Ms. Novick, and Miss Carleton, and practised virtually daily at the Rideau Squash and Tennis

Club.

The squash team participated in many city tournaments, as well as in several school tourna-

ments. At the Bishop's Tournament, the team survived several mishaps at the La Paysanne
Motel, and emerged with Aleks Slawecki and Joe Mikhael making it to the quarter- and semi-

finals respectively. Mishaps with Chinese food, cologne and space vans were also survived at

the Selwyn House tournament, with Joe, Aleks, Phil and Anik all playing well.

The season ended with the largest Ashbury tournament ever - 65 staff members and
students participated in six categories. After a hard day of glorious victories and crashing

defeats, these were the final winners:

Men's Open:

Intermediate:

Novice:

Beginner:

Joe Mikhael

Jeff Daugherty

Tom St-John

Cliff Johnston

Women's Intermediate: Una Wallace

Beginner: Cindy Freeman
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J-l Soccer

Front Row: J. Francis, R. Singh, A. Rambert, S. Frewer, G. Cuneo, M. Varley,

J. Nabawangu, R. Tiamuh, M. Stanley

Back Row: T.G. Street, G. Dickson, A. McLachlin, T. Hyde, J. Gibson, A. Mandy,

Z. Charania, S. Pauls, R. Zrudlo, D. Donald

The Jl soccer team was very successful this year. We had a lot of talent and determination

and were hoping for a season without a loss.

Our season started with a trip to Bishop's College School in Sherbrooke, Quebec, for a one day

tournament. We all played superb soccer which led us to the finals against our arch-rivals, LCC. At the

end of regulation time, with the score tied, we were forced to shoot penalty shots. Unfortunately,

by hitting goalposts, we lost. Despite the tough defeat, we still knew we had a lot of life left.

In our first regular league game we beat St. Paul's. Our second game was a loss to the

St. Matthew's Tigers. In the next game we played the heavily favoured Frank Ryan School;

they beat us by a score of 9-1. We were successful in our next three games, winning two and

tying one, which took us to a semi-final thriller against St. Matthew's. At the end of the

second half the score was tied at zero. This game was not decided until our captain, Antoine
Mandy, scored on a wonderful kick from outside the penalty box - with just 20 seconds left.

Because of Mandy 's admirable goal we let our guard down against Frank Ryan. They scored

the only goal in the first half, which put all the pressure on us. Could we score one goal to tie

the game up, or was it impossible? Then, with ten minutes left in the second half, we got the

goal! All we needed now was good defence and we would at least have a chance to make our

dream a reality. Unfortunately they scored another goal which proved to be the game winner.

Despite the loss, our coach, Mr. Street, said that we had played a fine game and that he was
most impressed by our performance.

Only the OBE tournament remained on our schedule. None of the teams could match our

speed and ability, and so we hammered all our opponents in the five games to sweep the tour-

nament, thereby winning the Ottawa Board championship.
Special thanks goes to the coaches, Mr. Street and Mr. Donald for devoting their time to the

soccer team.
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J-3A Soccer

Front Row: ML McElligott, A. Sinclair, M. Merkley, T. Niles, N. Eden-Walker,

A. Deslauriers

Back Row: P. Nicolini, J. Robinson, B. Kroll, S. Thomson J.H. Humphreys, X. Fan,

M. Derouin, M. Sullivan

J-3B Soccer

Front Row: A. Riff, V.Malek, A. Millson. S. Mintisioulis, M. Serkeres,

T. Hargreaves, D. Losos

Back Row: S. Nandi, R. Puk, D. Huang, J.H. Humphreys, A. Patel, R. Ruparelia,

M. Shamji, S. Winberg
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Under 13 Soccer

Front Row: N. Frazer, D. Petridis, B. McKinlay, M. Love, R. Patro, A. Smellie

Middle Row: B. Deslaurier, M. Dennehy, J. Miller, B. Storey, M. Nicolini

Back Row: Mr. G. Valentine, G. Cuneo, R. Tiamuh, M. Stanley, A. Rambert,

S. Frewer, Mr. J. Valentine

J-2 Soccer

Front Row: R. Capern, S. Aggarwal, A. Deslauriers, D. Walsh, G. Bazile,

S. Freeman, J. Cole

Back Row: Mr. King, R. Puk, D. Di Marino, S. Acharya, D. Huang, S. Heidemann
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J-4 Soccer (Under 12)

Front Row: G. Nelson, K. Muchantef, E. Dickson, M. Nicolini, J. Miller, R. Patro,

A. Smellie, M. Gellman

Middle Row: C. Cuneo, J. Yang, 0. Gervais-Harremam, M. Lasserre, A. Annamalai,

K. Seppala. C. Roberts, T. Al-Zand. S. Vaidyanathan

Back Row: Mr. G. Valentine, K. Sullivan, R. Chase, A. Johnston, R. Wilkinson,

D. McCansh, M. Brigham. S. Kamath, Mr. D. Donald

The J-4 (under 12) soccer team enjoyed a very successful season this year. The team was
made up of 26 boys from grades 5 and 6. Our emphasis was on participation and skill develop-

ment. Throughout the year the boys improved steadily and the team was able to record strong

results all season.

The highlight of the season was certainly the Western Road trip to U.C.C. and Appleby
College in Toronto. It was on this trip that we tied a strong U.C.C. squad, the only point that

U.C.C. would give up all year. Thanks to Mr. Donald and Mr. Street for their coaching help,

the boys for their effort, and the parents for their support.
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Junior Cycling

Front Row: D. Chih, B. Deslauriers, R. Jales

Middle Row: A. Sinclair, J.S. Blanchette, N. Eden-Walker, V. Malek, S. Nandi,

D. Walsh
Back Row: D. Donald, Coach, B. Yazdi, D. Stewart, B. McKinlay

Junior Rugby

Front Row: A. Faynwachs, N. Young, B. Merkley, S. Messinger, T. Hargreaves,

R. Cole, M. Parkinson

2nd Row: S. Winberg, B. Storey, A. Millson, M. Dennehy, J. Nabwangu, G. Cuneo,

J. Gibson, S. Frewer, C. Moreton, S. Acharya
3rd Row: L. Watt, G. Bazile, R. Anderson, R. Puk, M. Derouin, E. Ebel,

E. Budovitch, B. Kroll

4th Row: S. Mintsioulis, I. Wilson, T. Hyde, M. Stanley, J. Higgenson, R. Zeudlo,

X. Fan, M. Tattersfield

Back Row: B. Herique, A. Patel, J.H. Humphreys
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J-l Basketball

Front Row: S. Mintsioulis, T. Hyde, J. Higginson, J. Francis, I. Wilson, R. Ruparelia

Middle Row: M. Stanley, M. Sekeres, M. Derouin, S. Winberg, A. Rambert,

Z. Charania

Back Row: Mr. Street, G. Cuneo, R. Tiamuh, J. Gibson

J-2 Basketball

Front Row: L. Watt, R. Capern, M. McElligott, S. Winberg, R. Tiamuh, S. Parkes,

D. Petridis

Middle Row: M. Derouin, M. Love, G. Cuneo, B. Storey, A. Rambert, M. Stanley

Back Row: N. Fraser, Mr. Street, S. Acharya, T. Dawson

This year the Ashbury Junior School had an accomplished Basketball season. The J-l's proved this at their first

Tournament at L.C.C. Where they finished third out of about 16 teams with 2 wins and only 1 loss.

At the next Tournament hosted by St. Marks the J-l's and J-2's combined forces to make it to the finals, but

they were beaten by Lester B. Pearson who created problems for them all season.

Ashbury 's J-2's now split from the J-l's and flew off to Vancouver where they went up against the (toughest

teams of boys under 13 years old) in the country. Ashbury went through some gruelling games and suffered injuries.

As well as exhibition games, tournaments were held at Ashbury, Hamilton and Glashan. Ashbury finished fourth

in the Carleton Separate School League. Our record was 20-12. Thanks to Mr. J. Valentine, Mr. Montgomery,

Mr. Grey and Mr. Street.
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Pee Wee Hockey

Front Row: A. Riff, P. Nicolini, B. Storey, S. Thompson, J. Robinson, R. Singh,

N. Eden-Walker

Back Row: V. Malek, N. Machotra, R. Anderson, C. Singh, T. Niles,
J. Nabwangu,

D. Losos. Coaches: Mr. Valentine, Mr. King

The pee wee hockey team enjoyed a successful season. From the beginning of the season the

boys worked hard, and showed a steady improvement in their skills and team play.

The highlight of the season was the U.C.C. U-14 Hockey Tournament for Independent

Schools. We found, to our surprise (and in some cases dread), that the tournament was full

contact. The team handled the rough going, and after some initial trepidation, actually seemed
to enjoy it. In the end we lost a very close semi-final game (our fourth in eighteen hours) to a

well rested U.C.C. team.

Thanks to Mike King for his coaching help, the Staff and parents for their support of the

team, and the boys for their hard work and dedication.
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SENIOR SCHOOL ATHLETIC AWARDS
SENIOR FOOTBALL

MVP - M. Storey

MVL - D. Wyatt

MIP - P. Bartlett

BANTAM FOOTBALL
MVP -

J. Stokes

J. Daugherty

MIP - L. Brisson

R. Home

SENIOR SOCCER

MVP - E. Hardie

MIP -
J. Spotswood

SENIOR GIRLS BASKETBALL
MVP -

J. Napier

MIP - M. Pound

J. Rawlinson

JUNIOR GIRLS BASKETBALL
MVP - A. Carruthers

MIP - G. Tiamuh

SENIOR GIRLS VOLLEYBALL
MVP -

J. Henderson

MIP - M. Pound

JUNIOR GIRLS VOLLEYBALL
MVP -

J. Rawlinson

MIP - M. Young

M. Kirchoff

SENIOR BASKETBALL
MVP - H. Bell

D. Pound

MIP - M. Storey

JUNIOR BASKETBALL
MVP - C. Currie

MIP - A. Mills

CROSS COUNTRY SKIING

MVS - B. Wurtele

MIS - R. Airey

CURLING
MVC - V. Chauhun

MIC - A. Leach

ALPINE SKIING

P. McElligott

SQUASH
R. Lemay Trophy -

J. Mikhael

Hoffenberg Trophy -
J. Mikhael

MDM- P. Lecomte

MDF - A. Egan

SENIOR RUGBY
MVP - D. Wyatt

MIP r-
J. Robertson

JUNIOR RUGBY
MVP - T. Sherwood

MIP - M. Mejido

ROWING
MVO - V. Chauhun

MIO - M. Ritchie

GIRLS SOCCER
MVP -

J. Rawlinson

MIP - N. Roohi

TENNIS

MVP - C. Mercer

J. Yang

MIP - D. Stanley

A. Wong

JUNIOR SCHOOL ATHLETICS AWARDS
1) Under 14 Soccer team

MVP - Antoine Mandy
MIP - Tommy Hyde

2) Under 13 Soccer team

MVP - Adam Rambert

MIP - Matt Love

3) J-3 A Soccer team

MVP - Michael Sullivan

MIP - Matthew McElligott

4) J-3 B Soccer team

MVP - Andrew Riff

MIP - Robin Cole

6) Cross country running

Best result grade 8 - Jamaal Francis

Honourable Mention

- Alan Smellie

- Nicholas Eden-Walker
- Anaud Alagappan

7) Cross country skiing

Best Skier - George Bousquet

MIP - Jean Sebastien

8) Under 14 Hockey

MVP - Ben Storey

MIP - Ted Niles

9) Junior School Basketball

MVP - Antoine Mandy
MIP - Gavin Cuneo

12) Coaches Trophy for outstanding

sportsmanship and effort in Ashbury

soccer.

Brent McKinlay, Angus McLachlin

13) Europe '86 Hockey Trophy presented

annually to one Jr. school and one Sr.

school player for sportsmanship and effort

in Ashbury hockey.

Senior -

Junior - Graham Dickson

14) Junior School Athletics Awards in

recognition of exceptional effort, attitude,

and achievement on Junior school teams.

Ben Storey

5) J-4 Soccer team

MVP - Michael Nicolini

MIP - Karl Muchantef

10) Rugby

MVP - James Nabwangu
MIP - Ricky Puk
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INTERNATIONAL DAY



THEATRE ASHBURY PRESENTS

' 'JITTERS'

'

Cast

K. EDWARDS
J. EYRE
C. FREEMAN
G. HAHN
C. LLOYD

F. NABWANGU
A. PRICE

M. OUEV1LLON
L. SPOTSWOOD

Directors

J. FERGUSON
A. MENZIES
G. SIMPSON

ts
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MUSIC AT ASHBURY

26 October Laurentian Club Banquet at Parliament

Building

Senior Choir

23 Novembei Senior School Fall Concert - Ashbury

Gym
Choir/Bands/Ensembles

10 December Carol Service - Mackay United Church

Junior & Senior Choirs/Brass Quartet/

Harp

13 December T.V. Taping of Carols in Chapel broadcast

on National T.V. on Christmas Day.

Senior Choir

15 December Perez Corporation Party at Congress

Centre

Jazz Band

23 January Senior Choir Workshop at Elmwood

13 February Kiwanianne Club Banquet at Westin Hotel

Senior Choir

20 February Rideau Park Retirement Home
Jazz Band

23 February Capital Region Music Festival

Jazz Combo "Sudden Talk"

5-9 March Junior School Music Week
House Music Competition

March 30-

April 2

Independent Schools' Music Festival -

Toronto

Senior Choir

30 April Senior School Spring Concert - Chateau

Laurier

Bands/Choir/Ensembles

30 April-

4 May
Ottawa Kiwanis Music Festival

Instrumental Ensembles and Solos (see

List of Winners)

10 May Students' Solo Recital for Guild

10 May Junior Band Trip to Toronto

24 May Jazz Band Trip to Montreal

30 May Junior School Spring Concert

8 June Ashbury Guild Barbecue

Jazz Band

9 June Closing Ceremonies

Concert Band
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THE BAND
Flutes: Shahab Khan, Monica Kirchhoff, Peter O'Leary,

Akua Otupiri, Negin Roohi, Sean Reid, Marc

Weatherhill, Mary Young

Clarinets: Mala Bhaumik, Vijay Chauhan, David Campbell,

Jeff Daugherty, Gregory Scorsone, Jeff Singh,

Christopher Trotter

Alto Saxes : Kent Fincham*, Anthony Howard*, Valerie

Harreman, Daniel Iny, Jose Perez, Tommy
St. John, Adrienne Wong

Tenor Saxes: Hugh Bell*, Chris Currie, Josh Rager*, Michael

Stevenson

Baritone Saxes: Matthew Diggins, Ted Sherwood*

Trumpets: Bruce Barber*, Kevin Bon, Winston Fan, Cindy

Freeman*, Rebecca Hopkins, Kevin London,

Sebastian Perez*, Matthew Oldham*, Andrew
Scorsone, Catriona Stuart-Bell

Trombones: Stephen Gundy, David Sebesta*

Baritone: David Sebesta

Tuba: Mr. Douglas Brookes*

Drums: Chris Rogan*, Jonathan Waddell*, Mr. Randy

Coles

Keyboards:

Bass Guitar:

Jeff Singh *
, Joshua Rager *

Eric Hardie*

Lead Guitar: David Campbell* *JAZZ BAND

Director: Mr. Lionel Tanod
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THE SENIOR CHOIR
Sopranos:

AltOS

:

Bobbie Balducci, Susie Balducci, Lisa Baylin,

Mala Bhaumik, Lilian Chan, Julie Coulson,

Monica Kirchoff, Cordula Klingler, Cassandra

Mactavish, Michelle Ng, Beverly Ngan, Andrea

Rocheleau, Enid Stiles, Jodi Taylor, Isabelle

Wildhaber

Susan Campbell, Allison Carruthers, Lisanne

Carruthers, Kate Green, Belinda Guy, Katya

Halil, Marissa Halil, Nadya McElligott, lillian

Napier, Tricia Reilly, Titi Saleh, Nancy Urbas,

Shireen Tareen

Tenors:

Basses:

Piano

Accompanists:

Stage Crew:

Kevin Bon, Kent Fincham, Eric Hardie, Stuart

Hensel, Kevin London, Jason Spotswood, Oscar

Tong, Peter O'Leary

Andre Baribeau, Alasdair Bell, Hugh Bell,

Matthew Diggins, David Hodgson, Christian

Lloyd, Ian McLaine, Duncan Pound, Antony
Simpson, Sean Reid

Monica Kirchhoff, Josh Rager, Jeff Singh

Andrew Scorsone, Winston Fan, Tommy St. John,

Dan Iny, Michael Stevenson, Stephen Gundy

f
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ASHBURY COLLEGE SCIENCE FAIR
(Junior School)

ASHBURY COLLEGE SCIENCE FAIR WINNERS THE FOLLOWING ADVANCED TO REGIONAL
SCIENCE FAIR

Grade 5 1st Alex Mintsioulis

Matthew Brigham Jon Moore Wojtek Giziewicz

2nd Joseph Mouaikel

Chris Mitchell

Blair Ritchie

Shawn Nandi

Robert Pearson

Drew Losos

Honorable Sammy Vaidyanathan

Mention Anik Merchea

Grade 6 1st Colin Cuneo REGIONAL SCIENCE FAIR WINNERS
Ross Hendin

2nd Masquel Lasserre
Wojtek Giziewicz 1st place in Engineering

Special Award from the Civil

Honorable Duncan McCansh Engineering Association of

Mention Jimmy Yang Ontario

Aly Shamji
Jon Moore - Blair Ritchie 1st place in Life Sciences

Grade 7 1st Jon Moore

Blair Ritchie

Special Award from the Ottawa

Citizen in Communication

2nd Shawn Nandi
Shawn Nandi 2nd place in Life Sciences

Drew Losos Stephen Messinger Special Award from Mining &

Honorable

Mention

Alastair Sinclair

Drew Losos

Metallurgy Association of

Canada. $100.00 prize.

Agricultural Award

Grade 8 1st

2nd

Honorable

Wojtek Giziewicz

Robert Pearson

Stephen Messinger

$25.00 Stone chicken carving.

Mention Ben Hamilton

Fredrick Hanson
JON MOORE AND BLAIR RITCHIE

ADVANCED TO CANADA WIDE SCIENCE FAIR
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JUNIOR SCHOOL PUBLIC SPEAKING
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INTER HOUSE TRACK AND FIELD
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MAY 28 MCMXC
INTER-HOUSE TRACK/FIELD MEET 1990
INDIVIDUAL RESULTS: (FIRST 3 PLACES)

EVENT GIRLS JUNIOR BOYS SENIOR BOYS

100 m.
Winning Time:

1 . S. Levesque (W)

13.6 sees.

l.C. Rogan (C)

12.9 sees.

1. G. Marrett (A)

12.5 sees.

200 m.
Winning Time:

1. S. Levesque (W)

30.0 sees.

1. H. Bell (A)

26.0 sees.

1.). Mikhael (A)

24.6 sees.

400 m.
Winning Time:

NO RACE
1 B. Valiquette (A)

62.0 sees.

1. A. Attridge (A)

57.6 sees

800 m.
Winning Time:

1. M. Hall (W)

2 m 47.8 sees.

1. D. Stanley (A)

2 m. 24.8 sees.

1. A. Nichols (W)

2 m 1 1.4 sees.

1500 m.
Winning Time:

NO RACE
1. D. Stanley (A)

4 m 50.3 sees.

1. A. Nichols (W)

4 m 40.5 sees.

4 x 1 00 Relays
Winning Time:

1 . Woollcombe
56.0 sees.

1 . Alexander
50.9 sees.

1. Alexander
49.2 sees.

High Jump
Winning Height:

1. S. Levesque (W)

1 m 35 cms
l.C. Currie (N)

1 m 75 cms
1 . D. Pound (C)

1 m 70 cms

Long Jump
Distance:

1. H. Alyea (A)

4 m 25 cms
1. M. Diggins (C)

4 m 93 cms
1.0. Dickel (A)

5 m 28 cms

Discus

Distance:

1. M. Pound (C)

31 m 40 cms
I.E. Dinelle (W)

36 m 23 cms
1 . R. Gaglio (W)
29 m 90 cms

Shot Put

Distance:

1. M. Pound (C)

7 m 97 cms
1. H. Bell (A)

1 1 m 61 cms
1. A. Movilla (A)

1 1 m 47 cms

Javelin

Distance:
NO EVENT

1. H. Bell (A)

41 m
l.C. Dendy (A)

48 m

TEAM Al , „._
RESULTS Alexander = 217 points

;
. ^?OT3RJ
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SENIOR SCHOOL INTERHOUSE COMPETITION

Alexander Connaught New Woolcombe

Total: 322 418 195 159

JUNIOR SCHOOL HOUSE COMPETITION

This year marked a major change in the manner in which the house competition operated, and

while the actual events were very closely fought, it was not without a few "growing pains".

There were two main areas in which competition occurred; athletics and academics. The athletic

competition was split between the Juniors (Grades 5 & 6) and the Seniors (Grades 7 & 8), and

included Soccer, Flag Football, Rugby, Swimming, and Track and Field. In the Juniors, the

Goblins dominated virtually every competition, thanks to outstanding efforts from Wilkinson,

M. Nicolini and Sullivan. In the Senior competition, things were much closer: The Dragons led

by Mandy, Fan and Derouin, the Hobbitts, by Cuneo, Higginson, Francis and McKinlay, the

Wizards by Hyde, Bousquet, and Charania and the Goblins, by Wilson, Stanley, Mintsioulis and

Dickson, all fought very close battles in virtually every competition. On track day the Goblins,

led by M. Nicolini, R. Wilkinson, and I. Wilson (the individual trophy winners) swept to an

overall championship, winning two of the three categories.

Each term, there was a very close race for the house with the highest average and with the

most C.D.'s. The House Public Speaking competition was won by Eric Dickson (Grade 6), a

Goblin. The House Music competition was won by the Wizards, led by Brennan Szafron.

All in all, it was a most entertaining and competitive year for the Houses and we look for more

of the same next year.

Final Points

Wizards 135

Goblins 185

Hobbitts 134

Dragons 100
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ASHBURY SKI TRIP TO FRANCE
Le voyage de ski de cette annee a Val-Thorens a ete un grand succes. Guy et Therese ont su nous guider a

travers les 3 Vallees comme de vrai expert . . . ou presque. Au cours de ces deux semaines ils ont du sup-

porter six etudiants pas trop tranquille: Jon et sa nerdendite; Mike et ses expressions loufoques; Jacques

(S.L.O.F.) et Dave et leurs querelles constante; Alex et sa paresse; et Pascal et ses ronflement.

Le ski a ete magnifique, malgre quelque grain de sable du Sahara. Paris non plus n'etait pas si mal. Le

metro ne nous a pas coute trop cher. . . L' hotel Kellerman a ete une belle experience (YA RIGHT). Quoi

qu'on l'en dise, les Francais en general etait tres sympathique. Jacques s'est meme lie d'amitie avec un

garcon de table qu'il surnommait pigeon!

REMAROUES TYPIQUE: "Gimme a Heinekein. .
."

"Jon you're such a nerd!"

"Alex go pick those sheets you threw outside!"

"Why don't you!"

"Putain! Cette chambre c'est le bordel!"

"Kronenberg over here!"

"Stop nerding around. .
."

"Oh, Mike you stink!"

"Jacques you little Maniwaki S.L.O.F.!"

"Shut up Dave!"

"Pasc don't cut on my ace!"

"Alex, will you go pick up those f... sheets!"

"Ben!"

Tf5WW
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CHRISTMAS AT THE THOMPSONS >
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1989 JUNIOR SCHOOL TRIP TO FRANCE

The third edition of Ashbury's Junior School Trip to France took place in August 1989 with 8 students and one parent as

participants. M. Benoit Herique led the Tour with M. Douglas J. Williams, former Headmaster of Halifax Grammar School,

now retired.

This 22 day trip was a great success, and we visited the eastern and the westernmost points in France, Brest to Strasbourg

respectively. A day trip to Jersey Island, various excursions to Luxembourg, Germany and Switzerland allowed us to get a

broader taste of Europe.

We travelled in a most comfortable 34 seater Mercedes coach, which stayed with us for the entire tour: each participant had
almost four seats for himself. On a few occasions, we could leave our coach to try other means of transportation like the

train, the streetcar, the metro or the hydrofoil. We were most lucky with the weather, for it was always hot and sunny.

We started with four days in Saint Malo, and our time spent on the beach was just superb to recover from the plane trip

from Montreal to Paris. Around Saint Malo, we visited Jacques Cartier's manor, the Mont Saint Michel "D Day" beaches, a

Canadian military cemetery and the huge ship yard in Brest. Then, we spent four days in Paris, where we visited all the

delights, including l'Arche de la Defense, which had just been completed. In Versailles, we were able to see all fountains

working in the gardens. This was most fortunate as the water is turned on only for a total of 20 hours per year!

Enroute to the provinces of Lorraine and Alsace, we stopped in Rheims to visit the cathedral where all kings and Napoleon
were crowned, and we went to a champagne cave to discover by electric train endless rows of bottles. An electric train was
once again our conveyance as we visited WW II Fort Hackenberg, which was part of Maginot Line. A visit to the WW I

site of Verdon was a sobering conclusion to our military history. Nancy, a most pleasant town was our next stop. It is

M. Herique 's hometown, and as it turned out our only day of rain. We enjoyed a tour of the town on an 18th century coach

complete with footman to guide us on the tour of the old town.

Our four days in Alsace turned out to be a great gastronomic experience. Our hotel was a 17th century home in the Middle

Age fortified village of Riquewihr. Our most memorable visit was to the "Chateau du Haut Koenigsbourg", a Middle Age forti-

fied castle perched on top of a hill, with all its rooms still furnished an in an amazing state of preservation. Our last day was
spent again in Nancy were we had time to do our final shopping spree. The time to head back to the airport in Paris had

come, but everyone could have stayed in France for another 3 weeks!

Our next Junior School trip to France will take place in July 1991, and the itinerary will include Paris, Rheims and Nancy,

again, as well as new regions: the French and the Swiss Alps (Evian by Geneva Lake, a Swiss ski resort close to a glacier),

the Provence region (Avignon Aix-en-Provence, Marseilles), and the Riviera (Nice, St. Tropez, Cannes, Monaco). Some time

will also be spent in Germany, Switzerland and Italy, which will allow us to perceive the differences between various lifestyles

in European countries.
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CARNIVAL DAY
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BOARDING LIFE 1989-90
Every September, about eighty-five students journey into the unknown as they head towards Ashbury. They come

from exotic ports such as Hong Kong, Sydney, Abu Dhabi, Madrid, and, of course, Kapuskasing.
They don't know what to expect or what they'll be asked to do. They bring with them strength, determination,

courage, bank cards, and the spirit of adventure.

This year's crop of boarders was a healthy one, with minimal injury, minimal complaint, and minimal attendance.
They discovered doughnut-eating from a string, the report of Mr. Deakin's unfortunate death at Christmas, standing in

the hallway all night, Andrew's dancing ability, Margot's scream, Christian's jokes, British Bulldog, and "Murder
Mystery Night".

They return home for summer, taking with them an incredible radar-like sense for pizza, an overdue movie bill, the
ability to swear in multiple languages, but most importantly good friends.

As they migrate back to Ashbury like lost geese in September, one word will echo through their minds

:

"Ehhhhhhhh! ! !!!!!!!"* *The official Ashbury Boarding Call
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A DAY STUDENT'S VIEW

BOARDERS DAY STUDENTS

Boarders live here We don't

Boarders eat here We don't (lunch and break excluded)

Boarders sleep here We don't (at least not after class)

Boarders don't live with their families We do

Boarders spend a lot of time here We don't

Boarders epitomize evil in our society We do too

Boarders are in Woollcombe House We aren't

Boarders do their laundry here We don't

Boarders think they're better than Day Students We don't

Boarders have fire drills at 4 AM We sleep

Boarders get gaited We get grounded

Boarders have tacky furniture We don't

Boarders live with other boarders We don't (thank God)

Boarders can't relieve themselves duringprep Lavatorily, we are free

Boarders are seriously affected by Christian Lloyd We are too, but only nominally

Boarders look like this: Day Students look like this:
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PREFECTS 1990

Front: V. Taylor, D. Cole, Mr. K. Niles,

J. Mikhael, M. Gutherie, S. Penton

2nd: C. Dendy, P. Hind, A. Bell, J. Napier,

S. Levesque, I. McLaine

3rd: J. Waddell, J. Dewar, A. Simpson,

A. Graham, S. Cairns, J. Coulson

4th: S. Johnston, J. Henderson,

L. Carruthers, M. Storey, D. Pound,

S. Hensel

GRAD COMMITTEE
Kevin Judge, Kent Fincham, Jason, Spotswood,

Sebastian Perez, James Murakami, Shireen Tareen,

Vicky Taylor, Meigan Guthrie, Nadya McElligott,

Nick Gubby, Jon Winberg, Julia Henderson

CLASS REPS
Simon Cairns, Julie Coulson, Kent Fincham, Meigan

Guthrie, Kevin Judge, Joe Mikhael, Jullian Napier
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Hard work and dedication produced a successful year for us, the Ashbury debaters. We made trips to

McGill, Ottawa U., Boston, and England. We also hosted a debating tournament here at Ashbury.

Thanks to Mr. Zrudlo and special mention must be made of Antony Simpson (England), Ian McLaine and

Stuart Hensel (McGill). Poor Sam was so worn out from his year of debating that he couldn't manage an

objective write-up!
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Did you know that during the month of April, the

Ottawa-Hull Mathematics Olympics were held at the Sir

John A. MacDonald Resource Centre? Ashbury was

represented by three teams of Wojtek Giziewicz/Lindsay

Watt, Mohammed Shamji/Nicholas Eden-Walker and Jamaal

Francis/Matthew Merkley. Each team was made up of a

grade 8 student and a grade 7 student who were expected

to work together to solve their problems.

The competition consisted of ten 'events' (five in the

morning and five in the afternoon) ranging from solving

problems in order to move through a three dimensional

grid to tangrams. The most difficult was definitely 'Surface

Area and Volume' and the easiest was probably 'Ting's

Take-Out', where one had to remove as many supports as

possible from a castle made of wooden blocks without

knocking it down.

All our teams placed within the top 30 of the 1 50 in the

competition and the team of Giziewics and Watt scored

both first among Private Schools and Second Place Overall.
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Love Shack
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If
V

***

want to be remembered as the Philospfier King, the Enlightened Despot,
the Nice-Guy Dictator'

'

,

M.H. Penton
April 18, 1990
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G.R. Varley
G. Simpson
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STUDENT FORM TIME REASON
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STUDENT FORK TIME klEA,SON
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W. Willia
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P. Montgomery
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June 12-1 didn't want to be back at school today, but Mr. Varley had asked me to return to school to

pick up an assignment.

I turned into the science wing from the main hall. The wicked stench hung in the air

like a wet diaper on a baby's bum. I knew this smell well - preserved pigs' feet, dead

sharks, Ed the Cat, and Lysol. Like Mom's stroganof on cleaning day. The smell was
appalling. I thought of sexually aggressive, hairy men.

It encircled me with its malodorous arms and

chucked me down the hall to the biology lab. There

was Mr. Varley, obviously overcome by the noxious

fumes. He was wandering about the lab chatting

deliriously with the piranhas. It was frightening. I

was frightened.

He grinned when he saw me and skipped over like

Melanie Quevillon at a social gathering. It was
strange to see this scientist, this man of cohesive and

logical thought raving like an artistic flake. His state-

ments were so profound, so wise, thought provoking,

spiritually enlightened, that I thought to myself

'Surely this man is vying to be Head of the English

Department.'

Fingering his rouge locks tenderly, he strolled into

the physics lab. Wait, (Really this whole story gets

better and even more credible.) I was thoroughly

astonished when a huge flash of light exploded

through the doorway. Then, I heard a soft sound, not

unlike that of a squirrel being tossed high into the air.

Mr. Varley emerged five seconds later. Men-
tally, he seemed to be normal; physically, he

had changed dramatically. The man I watched

searching calmly for my paper was the same
size as Mr. Varley, but he was bald and wrin-

kled like someone twenty five years older.

Although astonished, I squealed with delight

because Mr. Varley made such a cuuuute little

old man.
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Meanwhile, Mr. Mueller, who had been napping behind the counter crawled out

and explained that he had been marking physics motors. Ozan's had apprently

gone awry and had produced some rare super-charged energy particle. These had

exploded coincidentally when Mr. Varley entered the lab. Together, we deduced

that these peculiar particles had a time-accelerating effect on organisms living in

the vicinity. Mr. Mueller had been protected by the desk. On the other hand,

Mr. Varley had been launched well into his retirement years.

We weren't sure he'd be back, so we compiled a page in memory of his greatest achievements this

year. He spewed up wrote these magnificent (for a scientist) poems for the yearbook. We will never

forget his sense of humour, his impressive teaching ability and those fabulous, fabulous ties.

TO THE ASHBURIAN

ITS GOOD TUH WRITE REAL LITTERCHURE
LIKE POMESTRY 'N STUFF
LEST CULTURED FOLK THINK THAT YER LIKE
NOT TOO SMART BUT TOUGH.

ME:

THE ASHBURIAN NEEDS SOME CREATIVE STUFF
SO SAYS MRS. [OWETT
THE STUFF THAT CULTURE VULTURES READ
BUT FARMERS SPREAD AND PLOW IT.

THEY TELL ME THAT THE THEME IS "RED"
SO YOU GUYS HAFTA GET INTA IT.

OR I'LL SUBMIT MORE |UNK LIKE THIS
AND LISSA'L HAFTA PRINT IT.

ROSES ARE RED.
AND THE EXPOS PLAY BALL,
I'VE GOT A VALENTINE'S TIP

FOR Y'ALL.

IF YER SOCIAL LIFE'S SLOW.
LIKE MAYBE DEAD IN THE WATER.
I'VE GOT SOMETHING TO HELP
AT LEAST, WITH LUCK, IT OTTER.

WE'RE TALKING 'BOUT ACTION, FLAVOUR OF FUN,
SOMETHING TO GET YER LOVE LIFE ON THE RUN
WE'RE TALKING WARM HUGGIES & CUDDLES, NO SLIPS,

TO GET 'EM YOU NEED WHAT I GOT: THATS HOT LIPS.

SOME ARE BORN WITH HOT LIPS,

MAGNETISM SOME CALL IT.

THE REST. THEY GET HOT LIPS.

BY DIGGING INTO THEIR WALLET.

WTi'RE SELLING HOT LIPS,

UNTIL FEBRUARY EIGHTH.
IUST 5 DAYS TO GET
YER LOVE LIFE IN GREAT SHAPE.

PERK UP YOUR LOVE LIFE!

INCREASE YOUR LUCK.
25C EACH
OR 5 FOR A BUCK.

SO SPRING FOR THE MONEY,
ITS A SMALL PRICE TO PAY.
WT'LL DELIVER YOUR HOT LIPS,

ON ST. VALENTINES DAY.
- by Ross
Feb. 1990

A SHIRT POME

Some kinda pomes are really long,

They go on till they hurt.

My pomes make aesthetes feel real sick,

So I like to keep 'em shirt.

"A pome about this shirt" they said,

"About the happiness it brings".

I figger they're desprit fer a way
To try to flog the things.

The Ashburian is our Yearbook eh?

Mind food. Nothing shoddy.
And now they've got this nifty shirt

You can wrap around your body.

Its got a picture of the Earth,

Land, water, air & shoals.

And just to keep it up to date,

Its got two ozone holes.

Forget Polo, Cardin, & the Ports,

This shirt is garnteed finer.

Phil Comeau even signed the thing,

So its real legit designer.

You guys have gotta buy this shirt.

Be as cool as you can be,

At a price you've never seen before:

|ust 13.83.

This here is a philosopher shirt.

Folks ask me "Why is that?"

Cause a philosopher is the only one,

Who can prove the world is flat!

ED NOTE: We are happy to report that as of publication

date, Mr. Varley has been restored to normal. It seems

that Robbie Nelms invented a restorative elixir consist-

ing of ground pepperoni, beef jerky, fridge lint, some
mulched Coles Notes, a poodle, some eye of newt and all

of Mike Valiquette's hair.
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Outlines Against the Sky

A black robe and a pale face

Outlined against the sky.

"Have you come for me?"
A man falls to his knees.

"Before you take me I must

Know, have you seen God?"

The silence of the void is his

Only answer.

- Mark Thompson

"Beyond the Doors"

Jennifer Thomas

Time and Mind

Her piercing scream reached

me
over miles of red and
purple

mango trees.

She had sent me gossamer threads of

dreams

on wings.

My thoughts

floated through an expanse of

space and
time

before touching her

withering

mind.

As I saw her spin

red,

dusty tales of

hatred

and love,

a spider winked at me from a

twisted

web of

thought.

Jennifer Thomas
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RED

Mr. King was red,

His pants were red,

Then his shirt tie turned red,

His watch smouldered, his shoes bubbled,

His socks melted creating a smell of trouble,

His ears puffed out red smoke,

His eyes turned bright with a red glow,

His lips turned red cracking and sparking,

Then he started barking,

His hair steamed, his moustache fried,

It looked as if he died,

But he didn't die,

Nothing happened at all,

Except with a roar of fire lava and ash he said,

See me at 4:00 o'clock.

- Michael Cogan

Vram Malele

BLAZING RED

A prefect sat on the common room's brim,

Thinking that there was no one superior to 'im,

He sat on his haunches, he waggled his ego,

And cockit' his head, as he glowered through the masses,

The bigsy wee creature was feeling so prood,

That he stood up high and crokit' oot lood,

"Listen, ye hear, there 'ain't no better,' " quo he,

"Not Niles or Napier or Wilson you see,

I got credits for me scholarship at m' Ivy league college,

And all the lasses throw 'em selves at my feet."

A teacher was hungry and needin his sup,

Sae he nabbit the prefect a chewed 'im all up,

He 'justed his glasses, "A queer thing," quo he,

"But those prefects 'ain't as smart as they think they be."

- Ben Hamilton
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COLDNESS

He saw it that day. . . as he heard people talk of how cold it was, he could see it. . .

not through his eyes but through his mind, a dark invisible monster coldness is, with no
heart or mind. The inner realms of its mass oozing with desire to destroy. He envisioned

coldness for the first time that day. It reached out and stroked its wiry frozen hand across

his rough face. Where was he? His face twitched, his eyes bulged, his skin began to peel.

He tried to scream but nothing came out. He would not let coldness overtake his mind,

he fought it, with no weapons other than his will, his will to overcome. He could smell

it, not with his nose but, with his hands, he could smell roses in a garden on a sweet summer's
day, but then mildew and stink became the dominating odour. It lashed out at his inner

soul, it swiped and gashed, cutting his skin, blood began to gush from everywhere, his

white shirt turned water red. Coldness was wrapping its scaly, wrinkled mass around him,

sucking up his remains like a vacuum. Then it happened: he roused his remaining soul,

fought with everything left, he pulled himself out of the whirlwind, and woke up lying on
the floor in his bedroom.

Anthony Millson
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Prairie Night

The mist closed about his feet like a wave does upon the sand. The figure pulled his

woolen hood low over his face and raised his arms towards the overcast skies. Lightening

flickered above, illuminating the frightening landscape of the prairie. The ring of stones

was the only elevated form in this field, formed of boulders and footstones. At the center

was a fair figure, restrained on the large, ceremonial slab. Figures stepped from the dark-

ness beyond the ring, lighting the circle with torch and candle light. Eerie shadows formed

upon their faces. The leader began to chant in a low voice, which spread like wildfire,

growing quickly, becoming a huge, uncontrollable inferno. The whole prairie was soon con-

sumed in the druids' chanting, and the irresistable power of the night. Then, at the sum-

mit of the loudness, it stopped. The aftershocks rebounded off the ring of stones, creating

an echo lasting minutes. The leader, still chanting, dug into his boot, and retrieved a long,

intricate, yet jagged knife. He held it high and paused for a moment, catching his breath.

All eyes were transfixed on the knife, glinting in the torchlight. He charged the slab, knife

twitching in the night.

- Stephen Mintsioulis

Vanessa Riddell
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The Omnipotence of Red

The conference table, black and slick, dominated the room. At regular intervals, water pitchers and
their reflections dotted the ebony slab. Simple, but plush chairs lined both sides. Sunlight streamed in

between open vertical blinds.

Silently, double doors swung open and a double line of men filed in. Each was dressed in a conser-

vative suit. Each carried a folder in his hand. They sat down as one, and twenty pairs of eyes swiveled

to regard the head of the table. The chairman spoke.

"1 am sure that you've all read Mr. Rojo's report. I read it and found it slightly redundant. Mr.

Thorton?"

"I can readily agree that section ten, 'Red and its Effect on Continental Drift', was redolent with

redundancy. But I read and thoroughly enjoyed section twenty-three, 'Red as a Training Tool for

Morrocan Sand Fleas,' without a hint of redundancy to be seen."

"Excuse me," interjected Mr. Keegan, "I might have read something into it, but I felt that section

twenty-three was a red herring. Mr. Rojo, in his section on the 'Impact of Red on Late Twentieth Century

Culture', clearly states that without red, the tint knobs on televisions would be useless!"

"Ah," cried Mr. Hall, "but I read in section seven, 'The Meaning of Red in Late Sixteeth Century,

Post-Greco Impressionism,' that red is merely a subconscious expression of the banality of dwarf stars!"

"Wrong, Hall," chirped Mr. Anthony, "Rojo's remarks on dwarf stars were in section forty-one,

'Red and Cosmic Balance'. Mr. Rojo's central message came at the end of section thirty-seven, 'Is God
Red?' If you cut through all the red tape, you are left with the fact that even though red is indirectly

responsible for the law of gravity, even though red accounts for forty-one percent of the U.S. crime rate,

the one fact that remains a constant in this illogical world of ours is that red spelled backwards is der!!"

An ominous silence arose in the conference room. All the businessmen stared ahead, mouths agape.

Slowly, a trickle of saliva oozed from each mouth. The last concept had proven too much. Already

fragile minds had collapsed, leaving husks of men behind.

Rumours still persist today about what happened to the Rojo Report. Some say the secretaries

burned them all. But others maintain that some copies survive to this day, the secrets of time and
creation awaiting inside.

- David Turner

Jenny Monnard
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Dave Hodgson

WITH LOVE, ALWAYS

her desirous brown hair colours the white wall

a spark of light, a tinge of expressionism

in the impressionistic day.

the way she walks and her smile

leave the elegance of the room
behind in a mass of confusion.

the glint of her eyes sparkles in majestic light

her look one of pure beauty in exposed reality

in a sallow world.

her glance cannot be imitated, her perfection quelled

the inner splendour copied not

the woman of every man's dreams.

the sad aspect cannot be hidden

the distance is too great to be broached

the picture stands alone.

- Kent Fincham
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The Mortician's Crush

You reaped my soul,

Controlled my life like a puppet master.

You owned my body and spirit.

You possessed my existence.

But I have won.
I have stolen your eyes.

- Dean Bajramovic

Nadya McElligott

Hazel's Edge

A flagellant's friend:

As her teeth sunk into my mindflesh

I forced a smile

And asked her how her day went.

- Rebecca Sandiford
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"Oppression"

Lisa Baylin

ERIC

The fire burned brightly; the wood popped and crackled, scattering glowing embers at the man's

feet. Firelight reflected off his handsome face, making it look eerie against the silouette of the crane,

poised above him.

"Hey, Colten! Get over here and finish what you started, and move it; we ain't got all night!"

Eric sighed and slowly rose from his squatting position by the fire. He looked down at his hands,

calloused and dirty after a long day's work. He sighed again and slowly began to make his way over to

the center of the construction site.

Tomorrow was Saturday and he found that he was wondering what he would do on his only day

off. Another shout from the foreman jolted him back to his senses.

"Come on Colten, MOVE, or do you want to spend the rest of the night in this place?! Get your

butt over here NOW!"
Eric grimaced, he walked over to where the foreman stood glaring at him; the foreman made a

single gesture, pointing toward the crane, looming up into the darkness. Eric stretched his aching

muscles and sauntered slowly over to the crane, shuffling his feet and kicking up dust as he went.

The foreman gazed after him and frowned, slowly shaking his head. He then turned and walked

back towards the main complex, barking orders as he went.

Eric climbed up into the cockpit of the crane; as he ascended the ladder, he was very careful to

place one foot in front of the other; he looked like a cat, slinking slowly up the side of the towering

machine. Eric did this every time he climbed the ladder; he didn't really know why, but it had become a

habit. As he reached the top rung, he brushed the seat off, clearing all of the dust away, then lowered

himself carefully, making sure that he was completely comfortable. Those workers or pedestrians that

were passing by and that happened to glance up at the crane operator would see a grim, though hand-

some young man with features that looked as if they had been chiseled out of stone. They would also

notice faint lines, around the eyes and mouth, where the sculptor had slipped, lines carved by worry and

grief, faintly marring the smooth surface of the man's skin. And they would wonder, what terrible things

could have caused those horrible lines of pain.

- Nathaniel Boswell
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"Nightmares"

Max Graham

When I emerged from that dark and errie tunnel, I was confronted by a brightly lit room. For a

moment, I was blinded, and suddenly something fell on my head. 1 was out in no time. It was so weird.

I felt so alone in this dark and resolute hole, I felt like crying and yet there was a small bit of light, a

sort of light cream colour. I guess it would be a white. It kept on coming closer, right at me. It would
take a whole new dimension every second. The black of the hole was now disappearing but not really

going away, it was just that the whiteness was taking over. Suddenly the white came about ten yards

away from me but then stopped. I lurched forward towards that whiteness so I could be free from this

horrid, dark place. I reached it but couldn't break through. I then got up and sprinted at it and with all

my strength, I hurtled into but was thrown violently back towards the ground. I landed heavily and hurt

all over. I peeked up and saw the black take over this overwhelmingly giant hole. The white had dis-

appeared completely, and I realized that I would never be free again.

- Ian Wilson
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The Limits of Elation

I felt the surge as the ground

lifted me up towards the sky

And I soared with the wind

until the mountains

were hills

And the castles and cities

were intricate nothings.

To be loved by something

So terrifying

Was a responsibility

I was not meant to have

and I reveled in it.

For the brevity of life,

I saw the earth

As it asked to be seen

Where the wind's warm breath

was strong and good.

On the ground again,

my back was cold on the grass

but the sun warmed my face. The
wind was just the wind

but I was longing for the sky

And feeling a panicked breathlessness

As if I'd been dropped.

Beatriz Carnaveli

Rebecca Sandiford
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Poem

Modern dinosaurs of twisted steel

Our ancient village is raped and killed

No longer are we free to fly

Our wing clipped our memories tacked.

- Matthew Oldham

Dave Hodgson
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A group of laughing young men sauntered out of the main office building,

turning left to walk along the street, their shadows long in the dying light.

Slightly behind this group, a lean, middle-aged man smiled faintly, con-

descendingly at the latest joke. The smile vanished from his lips as

quickly as it came. He moved with a smooth, precise gait, his

limbs swinging unconsciously with controlled regularity. His

solemn attitude was like an island of calm compared to his

companions' boisterous capering. Likewise, his casual

T-shirt and shorts did not diminish the impression that

he was on parade. His relaxed and impassive face

revealed nothing of the tension and the deter

mined patience within him. Charles Knotten

was not one who would rush blindly into

any action.

The laughter gradually died. John, one of

Charles' playful colleagues, slowed down to walk

beside Charles, asking casually, "How about coming

with us to the bar for a drink?"

Charles kept staring straight ahead, his impassive face

showing no sign that he had heard.

Then, as the group reached an intersection, Charles spoke

abruptly. "No. I have work to do." The scorn and contempt laced

in his words made John stumble, his mind caught off balance. x"v
Charles turned with a quick smile and steadied John with a soft word and

a helping hand. "Careful." The change in his character was so sudden that John was already doubting that

Charles had been anything less than a kind, caring friend a moment ago.

Charles turned onto the intersecting street with a curt wave over his shoulder, leaving his friends at the corner.

They had stopped to watch his receding back. John looked away uncomfortably in the silence, puzzled by an
inexplicable uneasiness.

"What's the matter with him?" John asked hesitantly.

"Oh, sometimes he's like that. Anyway, he's way too serious. Imagine not going for a beer after a whole
day at the desk!" Someone answered derisively.

"You'll get used to it as you know him better," another person added knowingly.

"Come on, you guys, don't waste time! The beer's waiting!" The impromptu discussion broke up as the

group headed towards the bar.

The sound of their footsteps faded from Charles' ears. He was extremely satisfied with his performance. Let

them think what they want of him, as long as they left him essentially alone. Charles quickened his step.

He could relax tonight. Maybe he would listen to the Bach album he bought yesterday. Well, he told himself

silently, I have plenty of time to decide what I am going to do once I get home. I have finished all my work.

He continued down the street and faded into the darkening night.

Le Metro"

Phillipe Comeau

Xavier Fan
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Beatriz Carnevali

VOICES
(an excerpt)

The trail is not a completely direct one. I walked over the

blueberry twigs and through the pine and fir trees. The needles

on the ground were damp from the afternoon rain and I meas-

ured my steps, taking care to avoid exposed roots. I had never

known the woods to be so still, so threatening. It was as if

everything that lived there had gone away or died.

About half-way to the point, Fox Rock suddenly loomed up

out of the darkness. It had always been a favourite place of

mine, with all of its miniature caves, tunnels, and climbing

places. Now, I groped over the mossy stones, straining to hear

the familiar splash of the waves on the shore. A gust of

unexpected wind surrounded me. It seemed as if the cold was crawling under my skin.

Then, from deep in the mist came the sound of singing. It was so powerful that it seemed to fill the whole

forest. No longer did I feel uneasy or afraid. Instead, I wanted to find those who made this wonderful music

and follow them into the darkness.

Never before had there been such sweetness of sound. It was above me, beneath me, around me. I had for-

gotten my family, my grandfather's cottage, everything. I was drawn to the music as bears are drawn to honey.

In a trance, I climbed down from the rocks and off the path. My legs seemed to move of their own will. Sud-

denly, I stumbled on a root and fell, sprawling down a bushy slope. My head cracked into the rough trunk

of an oak tree, and I blacked out.

Awareness returned slowly, first as a point of light in a sea of darkness. I tried to think what it was. A
star. I struggled to sit up. The tree branches still glistened with moisture, but the mist had disappeared, and
with it the music. The forest was once again as it had always been.

And yet, I had the most overwhelming sense of loss. . .

Blair Ritchie
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The Mermaid

It is the key, without which she cannot enter her Dreaming. The Dreaming is where she goes now
when she has finished all that she is obliged to do; it is a particularly beautiful place, filled with things

of inestimable beauty.

She is sitting in a big green chair by her bedroom window, which overlooks the river. Deep River, it is

called, narrow and deep. The dream-key floats on its silver coldness; she picks it off and holds it to her

breast. Now her mind's eye may penetrate the clipped surface, going down, bobbing delicately under-

water. Shadows comfort her, caress her with soft hands, tell her she is beautiful. The green down here is

deep bluish and blotched.

And she slips and slides into her own particular land of soft blue edges and cool hands. Where she is

always beautiful, where sounds and sighs are muted, all is delicate, smooth, water-soft and gentle.

Nothing exists but herself, and her shadows; the flimsy ones, the ones that aren't really there but give

the impression of being so. She inclines her head, stretches her small young self, and smiles. She smiles

with her eyes closed, smiling is her weapon. They say to laugh at enemies, it is the best way to thwart

them. She smiles. It works for her.

Today she is a long, long way away.

- Lissa Beauchamp

When I see you, I see clearly,

I see you clearly. You are

to me, my exclusive lake

I cup you in my hands and drink

your transparency.

Cautiously 1 walked into you, my skin

ever anticipating shock.

You caressed my fears freshly

I plunged into your calm vitality

wondering at your miraculousness

part of your miracle.

You surround me, your pressure

carrying me at the crest,

your pressure carrying my life

effortlessly, unobtrusively

a pressure

not noticed, simply existing

in your purity.

Even in your depths you are aware

of me, ever encircling

unable to allow the descent

to where you reach, I thrust out

and you launch me towards the breath of air

left behind in my submergence

I only gasp in it

your entirety leaving me
breathless.

I would drown myself in this

sensation until at last

I could mingle in your ripples and reflect

your form that I am so unsure of

I would if only I didn't know you

would never dissappear

never evaporate.

- Vicki Taylor
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Untitled

Like a thousand little spiders

Trickling down my neck my face

They spin webs at my fingertips.

I stand beside a well

They fall more quickly now
Steady and strong

To invade the hollow well

And swell to flood the ground

At my feet.

They crawl through my hair

A thousand little spiders

And run across my lips, my face

To leave me shivering in the wind.

- Nadya McElligott

Max Graham

Technicolour World

I came home late last night,

The box burning bright,

Pierced by the eyes of its mentors.

Come with me for a day,

I have a game we can play,

Where we escape into a world of images.

The days are long gone

When we'd go sit on the lawn,

And you'd speak only for me.

These days you just listen

To the TV prophets and their visions,

And you speak only for them.

Samir Chandan
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QUOTES

'I feel good. I'm in control." — I.H.D.

'Ask to me - would I care?" - Isabelle Wildhaber

'1 have hazel eyes." - Rebecca Sandiford

'I have taken more out of alcohol than alcohol has taken out of me." - Winston Churchill

'You know, that's a great question, and I'll answer that one tomorrow." - IHD

'I was an atheist until I found out I was God." - Mark Thompson

'Do you realize that there are actually NO WORDS in the Smurf Song?" - Sam Chandan

'RUN WITH IT, HELEN!!!" - Rebecca Sandiford

'Sit down, shut up. I'm here, and knowledge is coming your way." - IHD

'Hey - I'm an adolescent. My hormones cancel out my brain cells." - Mark Thompson

'Kids are like dogs. They come up to you, sniff your crotch and all you say is 'nice, Fido, now screw off'." - Harold Ballard

'Hey - even I wouldn't say that and I'm an asshole." - Sam Chandan

'The face value, which is the value on the face. .
." — IHD

i was watching Cheers when all of a sudden I felt agressive, so I ate the remote." - Geb Marett

'Yer So Bad." - Tom Petty

'Men are like kleenex: soft, cuddly and disposable." - Mark Thompson

'Wilmaaaa!!!" - Fred Flintstone

'I am the ruler. I am. .. the dictator." - M.H. Penton

'You can pick your friends. You can pick your nose. But you can't pick your friends' nose." - SNL
'Anson, great question, and I'll be getting to that eventually." - IHD

'I think Sue needs a kick in the head and I think I'm the one to do it." - Dean Bajramovic

'Dean. Shut up." - M.H. Penton

'I have the power." - He-man

'He who hesitates is not only lost but miles from the next exit." - Mark Thompson

'Unless he pulls an illegal U-ey." - Mike Valliquette

'I keep my peanuts in my drawers. My peanuts are very tempting." - Father David Bewley

'She's fast, loose and easy." - Bob Rice

'Stick with me. . . you will know him better than the pockets of your trousers." - Isabelle Wildhaber

'My body is my temple." - IHD

'Never mind, Jonathan." - Mr. Gray, re: sex ed.

interchanging thrusts and blows until the prince came." - Shakespeare

'Death is Nature's way of saying 'howdy'." - Mark Thompson

'Chris, you need a date." - Ms. Novick to C. Gillan

'Michel. . . no. Michel! Michel! I don't have the belay on. Michel! AAAAAH!" - Helen Speckert (on film)

'Marissa, great question, and we'll get to that another day." - IHD

'Men. . . can't live with 'em, can't shoot 'em." - Nadya M.

i'd like to zee you in a straitjacket." - G. Lemele

'You have a surprise test tomorrow." - Doc

'Give me penguins or give me death." - Mark Thompson
'I'm real." - James Brown

'I'm bad." - Michael Jackson

i didn't think anyone could sleep three times in one night." - Paul McElligott

'Look people, I'm trying to do two things at once and I can't even do one thing twice." - Doc

'You've got the questions, I've got the answers." - IHD

i just farted - over there." - Mark Thompson
i don't know anymore and I don't care." - Kevin Judge

'The angle between each angle. . .
" - Mr. Zettel

if you're lost, take the derivative and set it to zero. Bang, done. Same animal." - WES
'Hi my name is Steve Penton and I'm here to SUM it all up!" - Steve Penton

i don't know if you've gathered or not, but I'm just a big kid." - PGM
'Well, I love chocolate better than sex, what can I say?" - Nancy Urbas

'My mother always told me to wear clean underwear. You never know when you might be in an accident and have to go to the hospital."

- Father David Bewley

'Just one phallic symbol after another." - M. Guthrie

'What's that on your face? Bat shit?" - Nadya M.

'Shut up Earthling." - Andrew Phelan

'C is for Cookie." - Cookie Monster

'My name is Inigo Montoya. You killed my father. Prepare to die." - Mark Thompson
'Theatre of the Absurd." - Mark Thompson
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JOE KNOWS
Soccer

Track

Squash

New Testament

House Meetings

Fund Raising

Preaching

Organisation

all things small and scruffy

good daytime T.V.

a phallic symbol when he sees one

DID YOU KNOW THAT. . .

Dave Turner is a world class high jumper?

Margret Floyd is really Strawberry Shortcake?

Mr. Deakin and Steve Penton are twins?

Jenny Monnard has roots?

Alex G. and Beatriz C. are NOT Siamese twins?

Dave Hodgson isn't a boarder?

Nancy Urbas has a teddy bear too?

Ian McLaine leads the Rhino Party?

Dave Sheehan has a big. . . thumb?

Jeff Gillen reads the Enquirer?

Jill Napier was the captain of the school?

Sam Chandon is illiterate?

Mark Thompson is a model for Hugo Boss?

Mr. Mousseau wears disco undies?

There were inter-house sports this year?

Adam Fisher is a Russian spy?
Pat Bartlett is really the bionic man?
Andrew Attridge was a duck in his former life?

Lisanne Carruthers is French?
Duncan Pound is also known as Dumbo?
Joe Mikhael's legs appear in "Gorillas in the Mist"?

RJZ and HS are getting married on July 7th?

Elmer Fudd came to closing?

Stuart Hensel owns stock in Coles, Inc.?

Max Storey gets seasick?

Julie Henderson has something on her tongue?
Chapel is mandatory?
Peter Hind failed Interpersonal Relationships 101?
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QUIZ FOR KIDS

A cat runs across Princess street. A Lincoln town car strikes that cat and runs it over.

Assuming the cat is stationary at the moment of impact and assuming its head is spherical

with r=5 cm, and m=4 kg, calculate:

a) the force on the cat's skull if the car weighs 1000 kg and is travelling at 25 m/s with
tires of radius 45 cm.

b) the distance the mangled flesh will spurt assuming the guts flow from two 1 cm radius

eyeholes, 7 cm above the pavement.

c) the initial velocity of the guts.

Answers will be published in next year's Ashburian.

(Yeah, right! - ed.)
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ACADEMIC PRIZE LIST 1990

YEAR 1 (GRADE 9) THE PRIZES FOR ACADEMIC
PROFICIENCY

English

French

Mathematics

Justine Eyre

Nicholas Day
lamie Riff

The Social Sciences (History, Geography and Geographic!

Matthew Labarge

The Ashbury Guild Merit Award lor diligence, effort and greatest

improvement
Awarded to: Da\ id Fairbanks

Michelle Twain

Honourable Mention: Cynthia Mcjannet

The Ashbury Proficiency Award lor Highest standing in Year 1

Awarded to: Winston Fan

Honourable Mention: Nicholas Day
(not to come Forward]

YEAR II (GRADE 10) THE PRIZES FOR ACADEMIC
PROFICIENCY

English Anne-Marie Bariheau

French JHE IOBL1NG PRIZE!

Anne-Marie Baribeau

Mathematics (The Snelgrove Memorial Prize for Middle School Math

Kam Lun {Oscar Tong!

Allison Whitney
Andrew Aye

History

General Science
TIE

Geography
Histoire

Simon Dawes
Christopher Holmes
Leanne Smith

The Ashbury Guild Merit Award lor diligence, effort and greatest

improvement
Awarded to: Christopher Holmes

Leanne Smith

Honourable Mention: Martin Ritchie

The Ashbury Proficiency Award for highest standing Year 2

Awarded to: Anne-Marie Baribeau

Honourable Mention: Sarah Storey

YEAR 111 (GRADE 11) THE PRIZES FOR ACADEMIC
PROFICIENCY

English |eff Singh

Biology leff Singh

History lAdam Podharsky Memorial Prize!

Sameer Chandan

Mathematics (J. Martyniuk Prize for Mathematics!

Kevin Bon
Chemistry' Kevin Bon
Geography lonah Bonn
Societe -j^ |eff Starr

lean-Philippe Vaccani

French Caroline Brisson

The Ashbury Guild Merit Award for diligence, effort and greatest

improvement
Awarded to: Carcline Brisson

leff Starr

Honourable Mention: jason Stokes

Josephine Yang

The Ashbury Proficiency Award for highest standing in Year 3

Awarded to: Kevin Bon

Honourable Mention: leff Singh

YEARS 1 . 2 OR 3 GENERAL PRIZES FOR ACADEMIC
PROFICIENCY

Business

Keyboarding:

Business Accounts:

Sanjay Aggarwal

Alice Barton

English as a Second Language {/or improvement)

(OPEN TO STUDENTS YRS 1-51

David Garrido Sanches

German - for improvement and progress

Georges Nabwangu
Spanish - for improvement and progress

Francois Richer

Latin - for excellence Winston Fan

Ontario Independent Schools Association Latin Sight Contest:

Senior Division

2nd Prize Isabelle Wildhaber

lunior Division

3rd Prize Simon Dawes
Art Jo< diligence and highest standing)

lennifer Thomas
Music: Intermediate (Years I & II) - for excellence

Monica Kirchhoff

The Music Prize for Original Composition and |azz Performance
|osh Rager

c ompuier Studies

1

II

Simon Dawes
Sameer Chandan

THE JUNIOR SCHOOL AWARDS
The Ashbury Guild Merit awards for diligence, effort and greatest

improvement
Awarded to:

Form 5L: Christopher Mitchell

Form 6V: Masqucl Lasserre

Form 6S: Rajeev Pairo

Form 7D: Blair Ritchie

Form 7H: lohnny Huang
Form TV. Brent McKil

Form 8S: Daniel Huang
Form 8H: Ben Merkley

Form 8M: (the |ohn Michael Milliard Memorial
Award) for Merit in Grade 8
Wojtek Giziewicz

The Irene Woodburn Wright Music Award
Brennan Szafron

The |.H. Humphreys |unior School Prize for French

Sanjay Aggarwal

The G.W. Babbit Prize for Overall Excellence in English

Xavier Fan

Sanjay Aggarwal

The Junior School Prize for Art grades 5-7) - Proficiency

Blair Ritichie

The junior School Prize for Art {Grade 8\ - Proficiency

Andre Kirchhoff

The McLean Choir Prize

Andre Kirchhoff

English as a Second Language itor improvement!

lohnny Huang ,

The lunior School Drama Prize For Excellence in the Performing

Arts

Michael Varley

The Charles Gale Prize for lunior School Public Speaking

Eric Dickson

The E.M. Babbit Prize for Highest Standing in Grade 8

Mathematics
Mohammed Shamji

The Coyne Prize for Improvement in French

Xavier Fan

Ottawa Mathematics Olympics Ashbury College Team placed 2nd

out of 150 entries from Ottawa Hull area Independent Schools

Wojtek Giziewicz

Lindsay Watt

YEAR IV (GRADE 12) PRIZES FOR ACADEMIC
PROFICIENCY

English ROBERT G. MOORE MEMORIAL PRIZE!

Kevin McMillan

History {The Brain Prize!

Kevin McMillan

Philosophy Kevin McMillan

Mathematics {The Dr. O.J. Firestone Prize for Mathematics!

Oliver Fisher

Business Studies: Peter Fong

Physics: Kevin Bon
Music - Senior - for excellence (Years III. IV. V)

T]E Kevin Bon
Jeffrey Singh

Spanish: Katya Halil

French {The Fiorenza Drew Memorial Prize!

Patrick Bartlett

Geography {The Pemberton Prize!

Patrick Bartlett

The Ashbury Guild Merit Award lor diligence, effort and greatest

improvement

Awarded to: Wasim Al-Qaraguli

Tommy Kiyohara

Honourable Mention: Isabelle Wildhaber

Alfonso Movilla

YEAR V (GRADE 13) THE PRIZES FOR ACADEMIC
PROFICIENCY

English OAC 1 (The George Drew Memorial Prize!

Stuart Hensel

History Stuart Hensel

Writer's Craft OAC II

Lissa Beauchamp
French {The Ovendon Prize!

|odi Taylor

Stewart lohnston

Nadya McEUigott

]eff Gillin

Kevin McMillan

Elenor Teng
Marland Prize!

Anson Kwan

Physics {the Ekes Memorial Prize!

yjg Anson Kwan
Thomas MacLean

Economics Anson Kwan
Art - for diligence and highest standing

lacques Bninet

German Salwan Al-Qaraguli

The Ashbury Guild Merit Award for diligence, effort and greatest

improvement
Kevin ludge

Max Storey

S\ l\ ie Levesque
)ason Spotswood

Sociology

Geography
Classics

Biology

Chemistry

Mathematics {the |.|

Awarded to:

Honourable Mention:

THE 1UN10R SCHOOL: SPECIAL AWARDS

The David Polk Sr. Award to a boy who is gentle, honest and

friendly and who possesses a conscience which allows him to

present only his best work.

Sanjay Aggarwal

The Benko Memorial Shield - for outstanding contribution to the

spirit ol lunior School Boarding Life at Ashbury College.

6; Cheque Ashvm Patel

The Pitfield Shield for lunior School Inter-House Competition

House captains Mich
.

ael
Y?.

rle
-V

, Goblins
Stephen Mintsioulis

The Aylwin Cup lunior Track and Field Champion

Ian Wilson

The junior School Sportsman's Cup for Greatest contribution to

Athletics

Antoine Mandy

The Stephen Clifford Memorial Cup for Greatest Contribution to

the House in the lunior School

Stephen Mintsioulis

The Woods Shield (The lunior School Award of Merit, for

academic, character and extra curricular contribution!

Xavier Fan

GENERAL PROFICIENCY AWARDS FOR HIGHEST ACADEMIC
STANDING IN:

Awarded to:

Form 5L Wayne Diu

Form 6S Alykhan Shamji

Form 6V Karl Muchantef

Form 7D Andrew Losos

Form 7H lean Sebastian Blanchette

Form TV Vram Malek
Form 8S Zahir Charania

Form 8H Michael Sullivan

Form 8M Sanjay Aggarwal

SENIOR SCHOOL: SPECIAL AWARDS

The Dr. |.L. Ablack Memorial Prize for Mathematics: In recogni-

tion of outstanding involvement and achievement in and contribu-

tion to Mathematics at Ashbury.

Oliver Fisher

University of Waterloo Certificates of Distinction in

Mathematics
Grade 12: EUCLID CONTEST

1st Oliver Fisher

2nd Victor Tsang
3rd Katya Halil

Grade 13: DESCARTES CONTEST
1st Anson Kwan
2nd Alan Kwan
3rd Pascal Comeau

University of Toronto National Book Award
Stuart Hensel

The Clive Baxter Memorial Prize in Contemporary History and

Public Affairs

jjE Mark Thompson
Ian McLaine

The Senior School Drama Award {for excellence in the Performing

Arts)

Cindy Freeman

Christian Lloyd

Best Supporting Actor/Actress Award: Awarded in honour of the

entire cast of "One Flew Over The Cuckoo's Nest".

Alistair Price

The Richard Burrell Drama Award (for excellence in Technical or

Supporting Roles!

lulia Henderson
Simon Cairns

The Frank Hollington Memorial Award: For dedication and

enthusiasm in Theatre Ashbury donated by the cast of "Equus"
1988.

Melanie Quevillon

Gary Horning Memorial Shield: For Senior Public Speaking

Antony Simpson

The Senior School Music '82 Award (for outstanding involvement

and achievement in and contribution to Music at Ashbury)

Kent Fincham
TIE

Sebastian Perez

The Community Service Award
Cordula Klingler

lulie Coulson

Alasdair Bell

Ian McLaine
Anthony Simpson
Christoph Annus

The Boarders Shield - Awarded to the Senior student who has

contributed the most to the enhancement of boarding life at

Ashbury College.

Simon Cairns

The Charles Rowley Booth Trophy for the greatest achievement in

Year IV athletics {while displaying academic competence)

_
F

Michael Harris

lustin Robertson

The 1977 CUP presented by the graduation class of 1977 to be

awarded to the year 5 student who has contributed most to the

character and spirit of Ashbury College

|oe Mikhael

The Nelson Shield Annually awarded to the Captain of the school

in recognition of leadership and devotion to duty

lillian Napier

The Southam Cup for the greatest achievement in Athletics (while

displaying academic competence in Year 5)

Max Storey Sylvie Levesque
BOYS TIE

)oe Mjkhael GIRLS TIE
|jman Naf||Cr

The Wilson Shield lor Senior School Inter-House Competition

Connaught (Head of House)

THE GOVERNOR GENERALS AWARD FOR HIGHEST
STANDING IN YEAR V

Stuart Hensel

Honourable Mention: Anson Kwan
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CJ

hey can tell you what to wear.

How you wear it is up to you.

The Polo If Ralph Lauren StoreW
1 1 York Street

237-7656

Bayshore Shopping Centre

third floor, 828-91 11
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EASTCAN BEVERAGES LTD.
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fAGCA&r
CONSTRUCTION LIMITED

3187 ALBION RD. SOUTH, OTTAWA, ONT K1V 8Y3 (613) 521-3000

(Sn GUARDIAN DRUGS

New Edinburgh Pharmacy Limited

33 Beechwood Avenue

Ottawa. Ontario K1M 1M1

(613) 746-4684

Frank P. Tonon. b.Sc.Phm.

CARLEOTTBUS LINES

Where Y)ur
Comfort and Service

School Buses
Activity Buses
highway Coaches

RR #l,Kiiiburn,Ont

Come First.
1-800-267-6227
Fax: 832-2622

832-2812

GILLIN

ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION LTD.

141 LAURIER AVENUE WEST. OTTAWA.

KIP 5J3 TELEPHONE 232-1143
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Over 130,000 square feet

of downtown office space for lease,

oroughly retrofitted to Class "A" standards.

Occupancy from Fall 1990.

Call (613) 234-4416 for leasing information.

LEHNDORFF

lehndorff Property Management
405-222 Queen Street Ottawa, Ontario KIP 5V9
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J^ hillARy
* cIeaners
jlu mud cbdnin/j ui tocurt"

• SHIRT LAUNDRY
• CLEANING & STORAGE
• SUEDES & LEATHER
• DRAPERY CLEANING
• PILLOW CLEANING

Complete Repair Dept.

1 Springfield Rd. (at Beechwood) 1235 Bank Street

WITH THE COMPLIMENTS OF

Timberlay Developments Limited. 707 Bank Street

Ottawa. Ontario K1S 3V1

(613) 230-7888 FAX 230-4975
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"Uh. ... Sir? I've found the

equation of the universe."

"FREEZE! ACSP - Ashbury College Squirrel

Patrol. I said FREEZE! Damn rodent is

getting away."

"Three things about women you gotta remember:

1) NEVER say anything about their clothes.

2) NEVER say anything about how much or how little they eat.

3) NEVER - this is the most important - NEVER be chauvinistic.
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"Buenos dias. "... and buenos

nochos. She didn't

even stop to say

hello."

"There's something

moving on your

plate."

"Yes, 1 sneezed."

"Ya da da da da da - I'd like

to teach the world to sing

(- yeah, you, and you,

and - you too!) in perfect

harmony"

"There's good stuff in

here or what? Did you
get me the Turtle?

Because I already have

Leonardo."
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AshburyAnd Elmwood Schools Send
Leaders To All Parts Of The World

By Fred Inflis

Evening Citizen Staff Writer

ROCKCLIFFE PARK — From
the classrooms of Rockcliffe*s

two non-profit academics, Ash-

bury CoUepe and Elmwood
School, have come impressive

jiroups of boys and girls, now
holding positions of great re-

sponsibility throughout the

world.

Ashbury came to Rockcliffe in

1910; Elmwood was founded in

1915 and until Rockcliffe Public

School was built in 1922, those

not attending one of the private

schools went to Eastview.

Ashbury College was founded
in 1891 by Canon G. P. Wooll-

combe. Mr. Woollcombe's School,

as it was.tirqt called, opened as

a private enterprise in the Vic-

toria Chambers in Ottawa, on
the site of the present Victoria

Building. Success came quickly

and larger premises were secur-

ed in 139 I at the corner of Well-

ington Street, where the Metro-
politan Life Insurance Company-
head Office now stands. It was
then known as Ashbury House
School, after the Woollcombe
family's ancient manor in Devon-
shire.

Head, 72 Boys

Of Posh School

111 From Food
Ottawa, Jan. 31— (CP)—Ashbury

College, exclusive private school in

suburban Rockcliffe, today was re-

covering from a short-lived but

violent outburst of food poisoning.

Some 72 of the school's 180 stud-

dents and half the school staff, in-

cluding Headmaster R H Perry,

were stricken by vio'.enl spasms yes-

terday. N^ne required hospital treat-

ment, however.
The poisoning was attributed to

a lunch of chicker.-a-la-king. Two
nours after the meal the school was
in a turmoil, as one boy after

another suffered the effects of the

poisoning.

'I was one of those hit by the first

volley," the headmaster said. "I be-

came violently ill."

Food samples are being analyzed

in hospital laboratories.

Ashbury Retains

Challenge Trophy

Ashbury College seniors de-

feated Bishop's College 33-9

here over the week-end to re-

tain the Bishop's Old Boys
Challenge Trophy for the

fourth consecutive year.

Meals—A resident dietitian has full responsibility for providing

meals which are both nutritious and appetizing.

72 at Ashbury Recovering

From Ptomaine Food Poisoning

Ashbury College. private

school in Rockcliffe Park Vil-

lage, today was recovering from

the violent spasms of ptomaine

food poisoning which attacked
72 of the 180 students and half

of the school staff including
Headmaster R. H Perry.
The illness, believed %o have

been caused by a chicken din-'

ner. was violent but short-lived.

Sole remaining victim con-

fined to bed today is the school

nurse, Miss Helena MacLauch-J'
lin. J

a few who still felt "wobbly"',
had recovered and were back
in their regular routines.

The 180 boys, ranging in age
from six to 19. sat down Tuesday
noon to enjoy a dinner of

chicken 'a la king" topped .with

stewed apricots and shortcake.
Two hours later the school

was turned into a turmoil of ill-

ness 1 as fhe poison %t{^rW*"r»^. :

Most of the boys were in class-

rooms when, one after, the other,

they £.e,r«, zjv^rcQiae by *ttecte|

Students and staff. except fop'

Ashbury

Wins Over

Old Boys

Ashbury
Has Good
Weekend

f|d jjooe

, ihe ntw.
Sfin%r$£ar11s* «Jri£%rid became
sick on the way back to the col-
lege.

"I was one of those hit by the
first volley", the headmaster told
The Journal. "I became violent-
ly ill.

"But it was most heartening,
the way the boys who were not
affected rallied around and
worked together to help out dur-
ing the emergency."

He said the younger boys were
the more numerous victims
atnong the student body and felt

the effects faster than the
others.

Except for the headmaster, the
50 percent, of the staff who
were stricken did not become ill

until early evening.

As the illness spread parents
of "day students" were called
and the boys were sent home in
taxis or family cars.
The sick boarders were sent

to their rooms.
No case was serious enough

to require hospital treatment.
Yesterday two special nurses

were kept on duty at Ashbury.
"We tried to keep on with

our classes as best we could",
Mr. Perry said. "Naturally
everybody wasn't completely
recovered. But today it's ail

over and everybody's feeling
fine except the school nurse."
The school . physician had

been called in as the food
poisoning struck.

Food samples were removed
and are being analyzed today
in hospital laboratories.
The school doctor said results

of the analysis were not ready
yet but he had no doubt the
poisoning had come from the
chicken.
The pattern of infection was

hard to explain. The boys had
been seated at 16 tables for
Tuesday's dinner. Those sitting
at 40 percent, of the tables were
stricken, the others unscathed.

Yet the chicken dinner had
been cooked in a single batch,
according to the school dietitian.
The doctor said there had

been none of the "very severe
shock" that is frequently found
in more serious attacks of pto-
maine poisoning.

Ashbury Blanks

Gatineau 8-0

The Staff—Consists of highly trained college graduates, who com-
bine teaching ability with a sympathetic understanding of

the individual problems of the boy. Every effort will be made
to ensure that each boy leads a healthy, happy and progressive

life while attending the School.
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Learning For Its Own Sake

Not Valuable, Students Told
By Phyllis Wilson

Citizen Staff Writer

Facts shculd be used for the

development of principles. Dr.

A. W. Trucman told students yes-

terday afternoon at the 67th an-

nual closing ceremonies of Ash-

burv College.

The director of the Canada

Council was the principal speaker

at what turned out to be a tra-

ditional Ashbury closing, tradi-

tional that is in that the weather

was lovely, that the RCAF was

practising for Air Force Day

overhead, and that Fred Oliver,

who spent 50 years as building

superintendent at the school, was

present.

Speaking to the graduating

class Dr. Trueman said the mere

possession of knowledge for its

own sake is not very valuable

and not at all powerful.

Using What You Know
"Everything depends on how

much you know, what you know

and how you are able to use it,"

said Dr. Trueman.

He said facts and details must

be learned as the basic mater-

ials for reflection, for judgment,

for criticism, for speculation, for

I the development of principles.

"The important thing—stated

|

negatively—is not simply to ac-

! quire information and let it lie

I inert or motionless in the mind.

I Stated positively, the important

thing is to put information to

work, by detecting relationships,

comparisons, consequences, by

I
detecting faulty logic and wrong

assumptions, deductions and in-

ferences," declared Dr. True-

;

man. In this way mental life*

could become an adventure.

Ashbury

Debaters

Win
"The greatest function a pro-

fessor can perform is to kindle

a flame in you,'" commented Dr.

Trueman.

ASHBURY MOTHERS GUILD

[Raffle

To b« drawn at th« Tea and Horn* Cooking Salt

Friday. April 28, 1957

L.C.C MEETS ASHBURY

Build World Peace,

Ashbury College

Graduates Urged
Ottawa. June 7. — t(P> — George

Drew, Progressive Conservative
leader, today told graduating stu-

dents of A.shbury College they 'can
build a world of peace and secur-
i *m- "'
1 l\ .

"You are growing up in one of

the most challenging periods ever."
ne said. "The future of the world
depends on how the members of

your generation face that challenge
And in facing it. you will discover
the value of the training and edu-
cation you have had at Ashbury."
The ceremony, marking 'he end

of the academic year at the ex-
clusive boys' private school, saw
the presentation of many prizes for

proficiency and merit in both aca-

demic and athletic fields.

Dr. M. M. Macodrum. president
of Carleton College, presented aca-

demic prizes and R. W. Southam.
managing editor of the Citizen,

presented the athletic awards.
Viscount Alexander was on hand

to present the Governor-General's
medal to John Fraser of Ottawa.

L.C.C. Dumps Ashbury

TICKETS 10c Mch N? 422

Ashbury Captures

One Hockey Game

10.00 a.m. Final Examinations begin

4.00 a.m. Ashbury Mothers' Guild

5.00 p.m. Inter-House Cricket Match

2.30 p.m. Cricket— 1st XI vs. Old Boys

Pocket Money

Juniors

Middle School

Seniors

Grades 1 to VIII 50 cents . w«k
•• IX »nd X 76 cent* i week

•• XI to Ml *1 00 » »eek

I agree to accept the Regulations of 'he School and the Conditions

ol Enrolment.

Ashbury College

Hosts to 100

Ashbury Breaks Even

The Otuw Bnmk of Thr AMvry Collrgl

Old Bop Araid/Km

ConJull} invito you to attend

A SUPPER DANCE
m

THE ROYAL OTTAWA GOLF CLUB

AYLMER ROAD, HULL, P.Q.

Solurdoy, Oaoitr ilk, lye*

FOR UNRULY BOYS

Old-Time Spanking Favored by Headmaster
To cane, or not to cane.

This was the problem

tihxashed out by a four-man
panel of fathers and head-

masters discussing "Disci-

pline" before the assembled

headmasters of Canadian pri-

vate schools at Ashbury
College yesterday.

'Three across the backside"

were better than any amount
of counselling for many un-
ruly youngsters according to

panellist Rev. J. A. M. Beil,

headmaster at Appleby Col-

lege, near Oakviile, Ont.

Mr. Bell claimed to be a

•traditionalist" who would

use any method to achieve

his end—the development of

mature, responsible boys. He
did not disapprove of caning

or bribery.

H. M. Beer, headmaster of

Pickering College, who had
little use for any corporal

punishment, found the par-

ental bribe "horrifying". Re-

; sponsibility was reward in

itself.

"I think Mr. Beer's idea is

too fixed because some boys

need a punch in the jaw to

wake them up", said Mr. Bell.

"And others need a reward,

be it praise or a Cadillac."

Chris Penton with cake. MAY
10.30 a .m. f~Laying th

V Argyle}
the Cornerstone of

2.30 p.m. Cricket— 1st XI vs. Ottawa
C.C. at Rideau Hall

11.00 a.m. Morning Prayer—The
Chaplain

12.00 a.m. Poetry Reading Contest

Preliminaries for the boxing
tournament have been underway
for the past few weeks. We have
seen a lot of "blood and gore"
and some very fine boxing.
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